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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
Number 37
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Mrs.

f

?

F.0. White

.The sudden and tragic death
of Mrs. Frank 0. White, at their
farm home near Mills, Saturday
evening, was a distinct shock to
this community, which has become accustomed to the visits of
the Grim Reaper the past weeks.
' It wa3 known her that she
was ill but, as was well known,
she was a strong, robust woman
and few thought ot her' as in
danger. The circumstances of
her death are peculiarly regret-

.

.V

table.
Last week, in order to hurry a
slow fire in he- kitchen stove,
she poured kerosene on the coal.
-

ry j ry

The oil ignited and flashed up
in her face and she breathed the
tr
i
flame. Her lungs were seared
and, of course, inflamed. Mr.
White found her ill on his return
from a business trip to Clayton
and came for Dr. Harper, who
did what he could for her. She
was up and about the house but
a few minutes before her death
which was caused by strangulation, from the effects of the burn
in her lungs.
'
The funeral was held Sunday,
a short service by Rev. Hearn
and the ritualistic service of the
Daughters of Rebekah, of which
she was a member, being read at
the grave. Owing to the pre
cautious against the epidemic,
only a small company of friends
xi crsaA sia--n
cxi crrü
of the family, and the Lodge
members were present.
She leaves a husband, Col. F.
0. White, and eight children,
, A Ticket Named at Mora Which Commands
the eldest fifteen years of age,
Respect and Support of all.
to mourn the loss of a faithful
Every nomination was made by
Remigio Lopez, who was sent to
wife ánd helpmeet and a devoted
and
no
appeared
contests
acclamation
represent Roy precinct at the
County convention, returned for any office. Not a single ballot was mother.
Tuesday evening j eorting a very bar necessary and the prevailing sentiA host of friends join in sym
..monioui .convention. ajad a
grat ment was that expressed in the follow- pathy for the bereaved ones.
...
,
"
ing resolutions: v
ifying reception by the large
,,,.''
She was laid to rest in the
present from other preempt
Resolutions
"The spirit of true Democracy prevaiis
family lot in the Roy Cemetery,
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Democratic County Candidates
Dmmp-crati- c
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.among the Democrats at Mora county
We, the democrats of Mora county,
harmony and efficiency and a in convention assembled, this 21st day
"Square Deal" to all is their creeJ of October, 1918, do hereby resolve:
'.and ambition.
That we heartily endorse the ticket
.The following ticket was nominated nominated by the State Democratic
Iby the Democrats at. &or Monday, convention and pledge éach and every
which all who know them will proclaim candidate nominated our earnest, and
a worthy .choice all around, and as active support, believing that the elec
good a ticket as can be named in this tion of the Democratic State and Coun
ty ticket, and the election of Hon. W.
or any other county.
Ü. Walton, íor.U. S. Senator, and Hon.
Jfor Member of the Legislature:
G. A. Richardson, for member of ConiStanley A. Joutz, Wagon JSUund.
gress, will be to the best interest of
George E. Cochrane, Milte.
ALL the people of this state and counCounty

,..and

-

Fttr!

Cnmmissionerii:- -.

1st Dist, Ricardo Romero, 2A term
of Mora.
29 iPist. Leanflro Martinez, of eate
3d Dist. Remigio Lopez, of Eoj
For Clerk of the Court:
Fallían Chavea, f Wagon Monni
For Sheriff:
Joh P. Wooton, of Cleveland.
For Awessor:
Cosim Garcia, of 3 JRito.
For Treasurer:
.
Sarin Lopez, of Wagon Mound.'
For Snptrintendent
f Schools
Prof. Harry Bliss of Solano.
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That we point with pride to the
record made by Hon. Fabian Chavez,
county assessor, and Hon. John P.
Wooton, deputy county assessor, and
Hon. Ricardo Romero, county commissioner; they have given the people
good democratic administration during the past two years, and have fulfilled every obligation placed upon
them by their election.
That the candidates nominated by
this convention for the various offices
(Continued on Page 8 )

ELMER' Ef VEEDER; of Las Vegas

For Lieutenant Governor.
He is the one Best Bet.

Regina Pint
Miss Regina Mary Pint, eldest

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
'
Pint, died of influenza, which
seized her in the early stages of
convalescence from a long siege
of typhoid, She passed away
Wednesday morning , Oct. 22d,
at her home south of Roy, aged
19 yrs. and 11 months.,
The Pint family were just recovering from the typhoid,
which attacked all of the eight
members of the family, when
the influenza epidemic came.
Miss Pint and her sister Leona
were patients for sevaral weeks
at the Plumlee Hospital in Roy,
and were taken home when all
the hospital attendants were
stricken with "Flu". They had
.however contracted the epidem-'- c
and in their weakened condition could not withstand it.
Several other members of the
family are still seriously ill.
The funeral was held privately
at 3 o'clock, Wednesday at the
by
Cemetery, conducted
Roy
Rev. Father Vachon.
Regina was a young lady of
high christian character, beloved
by all who knew her. She was
the eldest of six children, was
born in Iowa, Nov. 19 1898, She
came here with her parents two
years ago and has made friends
of all who have known her.
Her untimely death is indeed
a los3 to this community as well
as to the stricken home. The
sympathy of all 3 with the ' bereaved ones.
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At 6 o'clock Thursday morning
Miss Leona Pint passed away, at

.

Why You Should Vote Nov. 5th

For W. B: WALTON, for Senator.
As a member of Congress for two years from New Mexico, W, B. Walton has made the best congressman New Mexi--

has ever had.
He understands the hearts of the people of New Mexico
and knows how they feel upon public questions and what they
want done in Washington,
co

His public service has demonstrated that he is in full accord with the ideas and ideals of the people of his home state.
He will creditably represent all the people of New Mexico
'
in the United States Senate.
He will uphold the President in the vigorous prosecution
of the war to a triumphant end.
.

LEONA PINT

J
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He will at all'times give unsparingly of his energy and
her home, aged nearly 10 years.
,
billty
in working for the best interests of NVw Mexjcot
Her death resumed 'from "Flu"
following a long siege of typhoid
r
Vote Tuesday, November 5, for the fiiah for United
The funeral was held privately
who has voted 100 per cent right on every war measure: for the man who in congress hrs strongly upheld the
near the grave of her father, at 3 o'clock P.M. Thursday and
President and his policies for two years.
Rhyneer Palmer, who, it will be interment beside her sister in the
.
remembered met his death in an Roy Cemetery.
W. B. WALTON Has been Tried; He has Made Goo'df
Friends are doing all possible
accident with a runaway team
family
for
the
and it is hoped the
Wc Know Where He Stands.
on the day of his arrival in this
lives of the others may be spared
community.
Every precaution is being tak
Red Cross Election
In order that the Christmas
Card of Thanks
en that those who are assisting
Packages from the Red Cross
them may not also be stricken.
If it is necessary to postpone may reach the boys on time, it 3
.We are deeply grateful to the
the daté of your Annual Election necessary that the parents and
kind friends, whose sympathy
ALFRED OWEN
on
account of the epidemic, it friends of each of our Soldier
helped
grief
to
at
us
bear our
has
Alfred Owen, the
will
be all right to hold same as Boys who are "over there", rethe loss of our beloved wife and son of Mr. and Mrs.
F. N, Owen soon as conditions
warrant the port to the local Red Cross the
mother. Especially to the I. 0
died of enlargement of the liver, meeting,
your
closing order correct address of each one beafter
0. F. and Daughters of Rebekah last Thursday night. He was
has
lifted.
been
We
sincerelv fore Nov. 7 th. Please do this
for their remembrance,- and the ill
but a few days.
hope
disease
the
will
be checked that all the boys may receive a
floral tributes.
The funeral was held at the at an early date.
Christmas gift wherever they
Frank 0. White and Children, home Tuesday, morning, inter
are in Europe to remind them of
Page Lawrence,
ment at the Roy Cemetery. The
Home and the Cause for which
Division Accountant.
Tom Kain, Deputy County body was placed' in a steel vault
they are fighting.
Clerk at Mora, died of pneumo anticipating removal later to his
nia, Monday after a few days ill old home. The grief of the fam
ness. He was a fine young man ly Í3 indeed bitter and they have
and his death is most regrettable. the sympathy of all in their be
reavement. The elder son came
Frank Sheltren and son David, from Lima, Ohio, to the funeral.
He's our Neighbor and He's All Right.
arrived from Rawlins, Wyoming
RONALDO MONTOYA
Tuesday. He came especially to
attend to business matters con
An accident with a pistol resulted
nected with his farm here and in the death of Ronald Montoya,
and adopted son of Adolfo
to visit old friends. Frank has nephew,
Montoya, who died at Dr. Self's San
a good position and says he will atorium, Thursday, Oct. 17th. He was
spend the rest of his life there. working in the field and carried the
States-Senato-

.

.

-

Vote for Juan J. Duran, of Clayton
for Secretary of State.

pistol to shoot at rabbits. It was accidentally discharged the bullet ranging through his thigh. Infection set
in almost immediately and he died
from blood poisoning.
The funeral was held at the home
Sunday and interment at a cemetery
lb car loads oi lamos were near Mills.
shipped from the stock yards at Deceased was married about two
Roy Wednesday, This was a years ago to Miss Katy Katafiasz,
combined shipment of several Polish girl, who with a baby daughter
rilourn for him.
sheep raisers, including S. Floer-sheiThe Roy Chapter is required by the
F. A Roy, F. S; Brown,
D. M. Martinez, H. C. Abbott of Denver office to call in all yarn and
knit goods 'from all its members and
Mt, Dora, and severa! others. It workers and all of the Branches and
was a fine lot of lambs and . Den- Auxiliaries at once and report it to
yarn and
headquarters. All
ver was the market they .were all
garments whether completed or
sent to.
not must be turned in at once at the
Roy Work Rooms.
Please be prompt and help the of
Leandro Archuleta and E. J.
ficers to carry out this order.
H. Roy went to Mora Wednesday
Mrs. F. A. Roy, Chairman.

well, and Misa Hazel is
working in the First National
Bank, and the boys are all doing
fine,
Mrs.

3

un-us-

to represent this end of Mora
County at the Républican convention, .heldJTJiureday.
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Mr. and Mrs. Melville Floersheim
added a fine baby girl to their household Monday. . They don't admit the
Wm. H. Redd, writes us from Camp epidemic of girl babies has anything
Dix, N. J., to send him a paper. Ha to do with their choice. They wanted
is now with the 135th Infantry.
'
girl anyway.
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THE SPANISHAMERfCAN.

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-VENT-

SUFFERINGS,

HOPES

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Wt

Nawapcpar L'nlun Nam

Sarvlca.

ABOUT THE WAR
Tourcolng, a city six miles northeast
of Lille, has been entered by the Brit-litroops.
Outbreaks against tbe Germans
have occurred In northern Rumania,
In the province of Moldavia.
Dp to tbe present nearly 1.000.000
British lives have been sacrificed in
tbe war, according to Information received by Reuter s Limited. '
The American troops have occupied
tbe town of Grand Prt on tbe north
bank of the Airs river, north of tbe
Argonne forest.
Laon, the last Of the group of nat
ural obstacles forming the keystone of
the German defense In France, has
been taken without a fight.
British cavalry has occupied Tripoli,
forty-fivmiles north of Beirut, and
miles north of
Horns, about eighty-fivDamascus, according to an official
statement on operations in Palestine.
Continued rains have retarded the
American advance in the Argonne sec
tor, but General Pershing's men have
gained ground east of the Argonne for
est.
Cotecbatillon, a dominating
height, has been taken and positions
near it are solidly held by the Amer
icans.
Germany has lost tbe whole of the
Belgian coast, which for four years
has been the base of submarine and
aerial attacks against England and
English shipping. Ostend has been
taken, Lille has been occupied and
Doual and Zeebrugge have fallen to
the allies.
At the very moment the Flanders
battle was won another offensive was
started In the direction of Hlrson and
and
Vervlns by
French forces. The object Is to take
tbe armies of the crown prince, under
shelter of the new Hundlng line, on
the flank and condemn them to an
early retreat toward the Ardennes.
Tbe Belgian coast again Is Belgian.
Germany's dream of an Invasion of
England across the North sea from
Calais is ended. Belgian Flanders is
fast being evacuated by the enemy,
and this line from tbe Belgian iron
tier to the Meuse river gradually is
giving way under the attacks of the
British, French and American armies
From reports it would appear that
two American contingents are operat
ing on the ront east of Cambra! and
St. Quentln. One Is working with the
British and is aiding In the advance
Into the German defenses east of Le
Cateau. The other Is with the French
and is materially assisting in the at
tempt to smash in the right flank of
the German salient northeast of Laon.
b

e

e

Anglo-America- n

WESTERN
Former United States Senator Thomas Reams, mining magnate and railway builder, died at his home in Salt
Lake following a stroke of apoplexy.
H. Rivera, a wealthy wholesale grocer of Douglas, Ariz., was arrested In
Agua Prieta, Méx., charged with complicity in the robbery on the night of
Sept. 30 of the Mexican stamp tax office when $8,000 in American gold was
stolen.

The health department at Washingsuggests that more people learn
to take care of the sick in their
homes, that the trained nurses
be where the need is urgent.
The government will need 20,000,000
pounds of potatoes and a large quantity of onions for use for the army and
will receive bids between Nov. 1 and
Nov. 30 at tbe depot or quartermaster
headquarters or at the department In
Washington. Quotations should be sent
by wire, aldressed to "Wood, subsistence, Smith, Washington."
Mrs. Fred Garlow, daughter of the
late Col. William F. Cody ("Buffalo
Bill"), died at her home at Cody,
Wyo., Oct. 15 of heart disease, supposed to have been superinduced by
Influenza. Her husband died of influenza Oct. 12. Mrs. Garlow was 35
years of age and the only surviving
ton
how
own
may

'

child of Colonel Cody.

WASHINGTON
The $6,000,000,000 military deficiency
bill was passed by the House without
dissenting vote and sent to the Senate In practically the same form that
it came from tbe appropriations com-

mittee.

.

Should peace come before the next
harvest Congress will be called upon
to appropriate a large sum to pay

American wheat raisers the price guaranteed them by the government, wheat
states members of Congress were notified.
A determined effort will be made
immediately by America and tbe allies
to organize a strong, united diplomatic
front to prevent any split at the peace
table.
Fuel Administrator Garfield has
lifted the ban on gasollneless Sunday.

Tbe independence of Poland was
proclaimed at Warsaw.
Both Houses of the Spanish Parliament will meet Oct. 22.
The Czechoslovaks in Bohemia,
Austria, proclaimed a republic.
Baron Burlen, the Austrian premier,
has ' resigned, according to Vienna
newspapers.
President Wilson's reply to Germany
completely agrees with Italian views,
it was officially announced in Rome.
Croatia has decided to declare her
Independence and proclaim a separation from Hungary, said a Budapest
dispatch.
The Frankfort Zeitung states that
among the reforms the German emperor Intends to renounce Is the right
to declare war.
It is estimated officially
that the
1918 wool clip In Uruguay will total
65,000,000 kilograms. This is an increase of 10,000,000 kilograms over
1

1917.

Tbe Amsterdam Handelsblad
lishes "with reserve" an unconfirmed
report that all German submarines
have been ordered to return to their
pub-

bases.
More than 4, 000 prisoners were captured by Field Marshal Halg's forces
in their offensive in the Bohaln-LCuteau region, the British war office
announced.
Tbe Czechs are masters In Prague,
according to a Berlin dispatch to the
Berlingske Tidende. Czech money is
In circulation and the Czech flag
waves over Hradschln castle.
A mass meeting of Jews was held at
Vienna, Oct. 14, and a resolution was
passed asking that the Jewish people
be admitted Into the league of nations,
according to advices received in Paris.
The plenipotentiaries of Rahnil Bey,
governor of Smyrna, have arrived in
Athens for the purpose of negotiating
for the surrender of that Turkish province, according to a dispatch from Athens.
e

British casualties reported for the
week ended Oct. 15 numbered 37,710,
divided as follows: Killed or died of
wounds Officers, 552; men, 6,937.
Wounded or missing Officers, 1,741;
men, 26,480.
W. A. Holman, premier and treasurer of New South Wales, has relin
quished the treasury portfolio so as to
devote all of his time to' the premiership. Assistant Treasurer Fitzpatrlck
becomes treasurer.
Juneau patriots, both men and wom
en, have formed what is believed to
be the first "Unconditional Surrender"
Club in Alaska.
The club was
launched by tbe labor element and it
is hoped to be the forerunner of a

similar movement throughout the ter
ritory.
"We want a chance to lick Germany
to a finish. We don't want an armis
tice the minute we've got 'em running.
We won't want to listen to them yell
ing 'Enough!' the minute they realize
a walloping is due them." These were
the replies of many American soldiers
and sailors from all parts of the Unit
ed States when they were Interviewed
on the Strand, at the American Y. M
C. A. eagle hut.
'

SPORT
Willie Young, well known in Denver
sport circles as a clever bantamweight
boxer, died from double pneumonia,
superinduced by Spanish influenza.
Utah's football eleven the Agricul
tural College squad probably will be
seen on a Colorado diamond within a
month, in spite of the fact that most
trips of any proportions had been
called off by colleges, due tc the requirements of the military training department.

GENERAL
The gift of $2,000 by the Knights of
Columbus to Mme. Foch, wife of the
marshal, for the fund for widows and
orphans of French soldiers, was announced in New York by James A.
Flaherty, supreme knight of the organization.

Members of the Chicago Medical Society were discussing claims advanced
by Dr. Louis J. Pint that diphtheria
antitoxin is an absolute specific for
'
influenza.
Nebraska women will not vote at
the coming election Nov. 5 under the
suffrage law granting them partial
voting rights, according to an
In District Court at Lincoln.
With more than 100 persons dead
and thousands without shelter, food
or clothing as a result of the earthquake which shook the entire island,
the government of Porto Rico appealed to Congress and to the American Red Cross for assistance, In a
cable message received in New York
and forwarded to Washington.
A Kansas City police detective was
Involved In the robbery of an express
train at Koch Siding, Kan., July 10,
1918, according to a confession mads
to Denver police by Frank Lewis, lead
bandit gang. The
er of the Lewis-Jone- s
confession was made to Chief of Detectives Rlnker, but was not made
public until Oct. 18. Lewis died on the
16th of influenza in the city jail at
Topeka, Kan.
News emanating from Berlin says a
great conflict has arisen between the
Russian premier, Lenine and Foreign
Minister Trotzky, according to a dispatch from Copenhagen to the Ex
change Telegraph Company. Premier
Lenine is accusing Trotzky of supporting a counter revolution.
Police officers of two states are
looking for Miss Lola Rockwell, 24
years old, of Cheyenne, who escaped
from the custody of a Wyoming deputy sheriff. She had been convicted
in Cheyenne of grand larceny and sen
tenced to a year in prison.
ordej-entere-

WILSON'S REPLY
TO GERMAN PLEA
FOR ARMISTICE
WMtern Nawapapar Union Nawa Sarvlca.
WuEtingtot;, Oct. 15. The text of

President Wilson's reply to Germany,
delivered to the charge of the Swiss
legation, follows:
.in- In reply to the communication
of the German government dated thi
12tli Inst., which you handed me today,
I have the honor to request you to
transmit the following answer:
"The unqualified acceptance by Its
preicnt German government and by n
large majority of the reich3tag of the
terms laid down by the President of
the United States of America In bis address to the Congress 'of the United
States on Jan. 8, 1918, and in his
addresses Justifies the President in making a frank and direct
statement of his decision with regard
to the communications of the German
government of Oct 8 and 12, 1918.
"It must be clearly understood that
the process of evacuation and the
conditions of an armistice are matters
which must be left to the judgment
and advice of the military advisers of
the government of the United States
and the allied governments, and the
President feels it his duty to say that
accepted by
no arrangement can-bthe government of the United Stat'
which does not provide absolutely satisfactory safeguards and guarantee
of the maintenance of the present mil
itary supremacy of the armies of t
United States and the allies in the
-

field.

"He feels confident that he can safely assume tbat this will also be the
judgment and decision of the allied
governments.
"The President feels that it is also
his duty to add that neither the gov
ernment of the United States, nor, hi
Is quite sure, the governments with
which the government of the United
States is associated as a belligerent
will consent to consider an armistice
so long as the armed forces of Ger
many continue the illegal and inhu
mane practices which they still persist
.
in.
"At the very time that the German
government approaches the government of the United States with propos
als of peace its submarines are en
gaged In sinking pasenger ships at sea
and not the ships alone, but the very
boats In which their passengers and
crews seek to make their way to safe
ty; and in their present enforced with
drawal from Flanders and France the
German armies are pursuing a course
of wanton destruction rwhich has al
ways been regarded as in direct violation of tbe rules and practices of
civilized warfare. Cities and villages,
if not destroyed, are being stripped of
all they contain not only, but often of
their very Inhabitants. The nations
associated against Germany cannot be
expected jto agree to a cessation of
arms while acts of Inhumanity, spolia
tion and desolation are being contin
ued which they Justly look upon with
horror and with burning hearts.
"It is necessary, also, in order that
there may be no possibility of misun
derstanding, that the President should
very solemnly call the attention of the
government of Germany to the lan
guage and plain Intent of one of the
terms of peace which the German gov- ernment has now accepted. It 1b contained in the address of the President
delivered at Mount Vernon on the
Fcurth of July last.
"It is as follows: 'The destruction
of every arbitrary power anywhere
that can separately, secretly and of Its
single choice disturb the peace of the
world; or, If it cannot be presently destroyed, at least its reduction to vlr
tual Impotency.'
"The power which has hitherto con
trolled the German nation is of the
sort here described. It is within the
choice of the German nation to alter
It. The President's words Just quoted
naturally constitute a condition precedent to peace, if peace is to come by
the action of the German people themselves. The President feels bound to
say that the whole process of peace
will, in his judgment, depend upon the
deflniteness and the satisfactory character of the guarantees which can be
given in this fundamental matter. It
Is indispensable that the governments
associated against Germany should
know beyond a peradventure wli;l
whom they are dealing.
"The President will make a separate
reply to the royal and Imperial government of Austria-Hungar"Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
(Signed.)
"ROBERT LANSING.'

DECIDE DESTINY

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico

450.
C. F. Montgomery

died

of

influenza at Roswell. There were two
other deaths. There are about 350
cases In the city.

Stockman Kills Man In Quarrel.
Montrose, Colo. James H. Fitzpat
rlck, stockman near Saplnero, has surrendered to the authorities here; stating that he had killed James MoMa-hoalso a stockman, at the Fitzpatrlck ranch. The two men had a heat
ed argument, onlookers state, and
threw his revolver at Fitzpatrlck, stating that he could beat him to
Fitzpatrlck thea
death with rocks.
fired three times, killing McMahon before he could pick up any stones to
throw.

TEXT OF LANSING

NOTE

Vegetable Compound, One
of Thousands of SucaCases.
Black River Falla,

Wíb.-'-

Lydii

Aí

Compound
E. Pinkbam'i .Vegetable
avail an from
OF
PEOPLE
DUAL MONARCHY COME TOO

CONCESSIONS

TO

WPi"!'

operation,

y

Austro-Hungarla-

n

1

it

vVaatern Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.

Washington, Oct. 21. Friday will
live in history as the birthday of a
new nation, whose soldiers are scattered over - the entire globe, whose
capital sis thousands of miles away
from the motherland, but which Is
fighting the fight of the allied nations
and tbe United States. The Czechoslovak state Is the new nation and Its
declaration of Independence, drawn up
by the national council, was made public In Washington and Paris Oct. 18.

inj

cannot
say enough in praise
oí 1 suffered from
organic troubles end
my aide hurt me so
I could hardly be up
from my bed, and 1
was unable to do my
housework.' I had
the best doctora ia
Ean Claire and they
wanted me to have
an operation, but

LATE, 8AY8 REPLY.

a J : - K D!vi..mi
w j: .a
Vegetable Compouna curea m
i u.a
am
tellta.
and
I
operation,
the
need
not
all my frienda about H-- -- Mrs. A. W.
J3 Inzer, Black River Falla, Wia,
at that of
t is Just such experiencesthis
f amoM
lire. Binzer that baa made
root and herb remedy a household word
who
from ocean to ocean. Any woman
ulceration;,
suffers from inflammation, nervousness,
displacement, backache,
irregularities or "the blues" aboutf
not rest until abe has given it trial,
and for special advice write Lydla,

Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Masa,

one-thir- d

Fisher,
wounds, and James E. Mawk, Animas,
severely wounded In action. Frank J.
Morrison, Albuquerque, Is among the
missing in action.
Owing to the presence of 1,000
cases of Spanish influenza at Clovis,
the city authorities have ordered all
business houses closed until further
notice, except drug stores, grocery
stores, dry goods stores, garages, res
taurants, meat markets and hardware
store, which will be allowed to re
main open for two hours each fore
Edward

govto say to the
ernment that he cannot entertain the
present suggestions of that government because of certain events of utmost Importance which, occurring
since the delivery of his address of
Jan. 8 last, have necessarily altered
the attitude and responsibility of the
government of the United States.'
"Among the fourteen terms of peace
which the President formulated at
that time occurred the following:
Austro-Hungarla-

n

The peoples of Austria-Hungar- y
whose place among the Nations we wish to see safeguarded and
A. B. Smith, alias Dashley, sen
tenced to hang for killing Sheriff assured, should be accorded the freest
Stephens of Luna county, and re- opportunity of autonomous develop-

"'Tenth

noon.

prieved by the governor to allow doctors to examine him as to his sanity,
must die Friday, October 25, Governor Lindsey announcing that he Is
convinced that Smith is not only sane
but has more than ordinary intelli
gence.

Governor Lindsey sent- - letters to
Judge George R. Craig, chairman of
the Republican state central committee, and to Arthur Sellgman, chairman of the Democratic state central
committee; calling attention to a sec
tion in the constitution which has a
bearing on the selection of a successor to R. P. Ervlen, late land commissioner of New Mexico.
Mrs. T. J. Peyton of Albuquerque,
and William L. Dent of Albuquerque
are Joint winners of the first prize In
the pinto bean trademark contest conducted by the Albuquerque Chamber
Of Commerce.
Mrs. Peyton's design
Is the wórd "Liberty," and Liberty
beans will hereafter be the name of
the product turned out of the New
Mexico Bean Growers' Association.
Governor Lindsey Issued a proclamation announcing
that McKlnley
county voters on Nov. 5 will vote for
a state senator to succeed John A.
Gordon, who died recently.
Tli flrsMife insurance paid by the
rederal government on account of the
death of a New Mexican in France
was received by the parents of Fran
siseo Mares of Cabezón, Sandoval
county. They are to get $58.50 monthly for twenty years. Young Mares met
death in action little more than a
month ago. He held a $10,000 policy,
which he took out shortly after he entered the army. His father is Jose
Mares.
,
Discontinuance of all court sessions
In the state, adjournment of public
schools, isolation or quarantine of all
collegiate, penal and charitable institutions, discontinuance of all church
and other public assemblies, avoidance of unnecessary burial attendance
and service,- and prevention of group
assemblage of children In homes, in
public rooms or in the open are
"urgently requested" in a proclama
tion by Governor Lindsey, In an effort
to check the spread of Spanish influ-

Open season for duck and deer
started Wednesday, Qct. 16, In the
northern section of New Mexico. The
duck season will continue until Jan.
SI, while deer season closes in the
southern section- of the state on .No
vember 1. The deer season In northern New Mexico opens Oct. 25 and
closes Nov. 25.
Word has been received in Albu
querque tbat Lieut. Brooks Learned
of 102nd infantry, A. E. F., has been
severely wounded In the Chateau
Thierry battle, which has been raging
for the past few weeks.

GENERALLY PAYS TO "STICK"
Man Who Is Constantly Changing Joba
Is Not Usually an Employee of
Special Value.
A Kansss editor complains that "no
oily sticks" In these times of plenty of
bs for all. The statement Is too sweep-n- g,
says the Portland Oreponlan, but
Jiere Is truth In It. A good mnny do not
stick" who ought to do so. They
night, In the firnt place, to cultivate
lie habit of sticking, Some day Jobs
nny not be so common, and It will sur-irlRome of the wandering ones to
Ind that they have not learned enough
le
lbout any one trade to make thera
to any emplowr. The young man
ho Is doing one thing today and
g
the dny after tomorrow Is
the chnnce to establish himself
n a career, and he Is breeding In him-le- lf
the spirit of dissatisfaction which,
vlll make It hard for him to be happy
n all the years to come. Nothing cao
e said sgninst quitting one Job for
jetter one; ambition ought to be encouraged ; but the worker ought to be
mre himself that the change is for the
letter and not merely for the sake of
.'hange. Employers nowadnys , know-logreat is the loss to industry
from mere nlmlessness.
val-aab-

an-ith- er

over-ookln-

re-ult-ing

Remembrance.

ment.'

"I understand those Boches are protesting against the way Americans
In the war," said the girt
at the news stand.
"That's Just the way that kind of
people always was," replied the veteran hotel clerk. "I remember
empires and
and
They wouldn't be satisfied until
national they'd turned on the gas an' then
that the Czecho-Slovakcouncil Is a de facto belligerent govon trying to blow it out."
ernment clothed with proper authority to direct the military and political
Sic Transit.
affairs of the Czecho-Slovak"Every one likes me," said the man- " ' It has also been recognized in the
e
"That is popularity," whispered
fullest manner the justice of the nastar.
tionalistic aspirations of the Jugo"Every one likes me and envies me,"
slavs for freedom.
said the man, n yenr later.
'"The President Is, therefore, no
"That is fame," whispered the Uttle-stalonger at liberty to accept a mere "autonomy" of these peoples as a basis of
"Every one despises me," said
peace, but is obliged to Insist that they
a year Inter still.
and not he shall be the Judges of what
"That Is time" whispered the little-star- .
action on the part of the Austro-Hu- n
garlan government will satisfy their
aspirations and their conception of
The silent partner In a firm always
their rights and destiny as members has a lot to sny.
of the family of nations.' "

"'Since that sentence was written
and uttered to the Congress of the
United States the government of the
United States has recognized that a
state of belligerency exists between
and the German
the Czecho-Slovak-s
Austro-Hungarla-

'en--we-

n

s'

they-lnslste- d

the-llttl-

r'

the-mn- n

FOURTH LOAN OVERSUBSCRIBED.
Colorado Counties Go Over the
Top for Victory.
Washington, Oct.
tlon of the Fourth Liberty Loan
seemed assured Saturday night when
the three weeks' campaign closed,
while official reports were lacking, it
appeared that again the American peo
ple have given not only the $6,000,- 000,000,000 asked but more in order
that the war against Germany and
her allies may be carried to a success
ful conclusion.
All

Laramie, Wyo. With a quota of
the Fourth Liberty Loan
campaign for Albany county closed
with nearly $100,000 more than that
figure.
,
$545,750,

Denver, Oct. 21. Every county in
Colorado has again proved itself

per cent American, 100 per cent generous and 100 per cent willing to sac
rifice for human liberty by going over
the top of its $37,478,550 Fourth Lib
erty Loan quota with ' a force that
promises to carry its final figures beyond $40,000,000.
Belgians Cut Off Hun Retreat.
London, Oct. 21. British troops

crossed the Selle river, and captured
2,000 prisoners. Victory crowns the
allied arms on every battle front.
Northern Belgium 1b ' being rabidly
cleared of the enemy by British and
Belgian forces. Belgians have occupied Zeebrugge
and Meysty, have
crossed the Ghent-Bruge- s
canal and
on their left have reached the Dutch
frontier, where 15,000 Germans, cut off
from their retreat are reported to have
wlthdawn into Holland, where they
were "Interned.
a

t

By taking LydiaEPinkliam'i

RULE IN AUSTRIA.

Socorro Mining and Milling Com
pony at Mogollón produced 25,000
ounces of gold and silver bullion for
September. The mill Is treating about
200 tons per day.
Washington.
President Wilson has
New Mexico produced 1.896,000 bush
the peace note of Austria-Hungarels of spring wheat, making a total answered w
1th a declaration that the
production of all wheat of 3,656,000
government must
bushels for the state, or an increase of satisfy
the national aspirations of its
over last year's pro
sbout
own people and that they, the people,
duction.
shall be the judges of their rights and
Bert Hlnson, ho was in jail at Co- destinies.
lumbus awaiting trial on charges of
The note, as transmitted from Secburglary and petit larceny escaped
retary of State Lansing to the Swedish
when he sawed through two bars on
said: i
his cell window. He was serving a minister,
"I have the honor to acknowledge
sentence of ninety days on the larthe receipt of your note of the ,7th
ceny charge.
Instant, In which you transmit a comThat members of the Women's
from the imperial and
munication
Land Army are rendering invaluable
government
royal
of Austria-Hungaraid In the harvesting of the apple crop
to
President.
the
In Otero county Is attested by the fact
"I am now instructed by the Presithat these patriotic women workers
are reported to be picking and grad dent to request you to be good enough,
ing over 1,000 boxes of apples a day. through your government, to convey
to the Imperial and royal government
New Mexlcocasualtlesinclude Francis
the following reply:
M. Gregg, Buchanan, killed In action;
"'The President deems It his duty
D.
Plain, died from

More Deaths from "Flu" In Denver.
Twenty-seveDenver, Oct. 15.
deaths, making a total of seventy-eigh-t,
and 194 new cases, making a total of 1,226, is the official record of
the Spanish influenza in Denver up
to Monday night made to Dr. William
H. Sharpley, manager of health.
enza.
n

All OPERATION

REPLY TO PEACE PLEA
SOUNDS KNELL TO HAPSBURG

were commercial apples.
Joe Hovey,' Santa Fé, and Charles
W. Hosklns, Farmington, have been
wounded severely In action.
Emll Wohlgemuth,
Tularosa, Is
missing in action and Harry G. Mc- Carger, Mills, Is wounded severely.
The prodifctlon of beans for 191S
In New Mexico I? 07,000 bushels, or
bout the same as last year's production.
Ninety-eigh- t
cases - of Spanish" In
fluenza were reported In Albuquerque
Oct. 17, bringing the total to approxi
Mayor

SAVED FR0L1

WILSON'8

Waatarn Nawapapar Union Nana Sarvloa.
New Mexico produced 971,000 bush
els of apples, of whiah 371,000 boxes

mately
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SavingSugar
and Wheat
comfortably
done when one
uses
is

This cereal food
13 composed partly of barley find'

contains its own
sugar made from
its own grains.

Atnilywonder-MFooAread-

to eat.
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MT WAR

Germany, Admittedly Defeated,
Is Now Squirming to Prevent Utter Disaster.

GREAT

CIVIL UPHEAVAL

Auttria and Turkey Ready to

T
i

ON

Quit-H-unt,

Forced by Allies, Begin General Retreat From Belgium
Still Resisting Fiercely in
Champagne.
i.

German armies. Immense numbers of
machine guns, with some artillery, constituted most of the Hun resistance la
by
this region. Such counter-attackInfantry as were made were rather
feeble and easily beaten off.
The defense In general, However,
accepted by Austria-Hungarwas powerful, and It Is evident that
German command attaches great
It was tnken for granted that Tur- the
Importance to holding back the Amerkey, under the leadership of Izzet
as much as posnlble In the Vernew prand vi.ler, was icans
Pasha. th
region. Every foot gained here
dun
peace.
separate
about ready to make a
by the allies weakens the hold of the
In the effort to hold her In line, the
Germans on the Invaluable con! and
German Black sea fleet was sent to
lion fields of the Briey basin northeast
government
and the
Constantinople
of Verdun. . It looks as. though the
was warned that the first step toward
Germans were reconciled to retiring
breaking away from the alliance with
from Belgium and France, but would
Germany would he the signal for a
hang on to the Briey llelds to the laRt
bombardment of the city. Despite the
moment. Such a course would be Juspresence of Ihe warsíiHís, 50 In numtified by their greatly depleted stores
ConIn
ber, a revolution broke out
They nre running short
of material.
stantinople against the Young Turks, especially of metptfnr gmisand nnu
whose power had not been wholly
unltlon,
hruken bv the chance In cabinet.
"
r
Wi,yfl
In Italy, the Austrlans have been
Itounianla, which has been frankly
very little of late, proba
attempting
get
Into
the
looking for a chance to
bly
they hope soon to be out
because
war again, may have the opportunity
In Albania and Serbia
very soon. Alrendy the Inhabitants of of the war; but
keeping them on the
are
the
allies
In
country.
the northern part of the
Serbs, French, Britthe province df Moldavia, have risen jump. Italians,
ish and Greeks all are taking whacks
in armed revolt against the
at them, and at last reports they had
forces of occupation.
heen driven far north of Nlsh, which
was captured by the Serbs, to whom
On the western battle front the
It belongs. In Albania the Austrlans
gteat event of the week was the evacuated their great naval base of
smashing drive of the allies In FlanPurazzo, which had been largely deders by which In a few days the Belstroyed by a naval raid the previous
gian seaports held by the Huns were
veek.
practically cut otT and the Germans
were forced back rapidly almost to the
Little news came from General
Dutch frontier.
This drive, made
army In Palestine, which prob- mostly by the British and Belgians,
was
resting after Its gallant and
itbly
was directed toward Bruges and
campaign against the Turks.
successful
Roulers,
quick
succession
Ghent. In
was received that Beirut,
But
word
Menln, Lendelede and other towns
on the Mediterranewere captured; Wednesday night the the Turkish base
captured, following which
occupied Courtral, and on an, had been
British
Tripoli and Horns were oc
Thursday the city of Lille was taken Baalbek
cupied.
by them. The Belgians took Thourout,
and moved ahead rapidly to Bruges,
Bolshevtk forces in eastern Russia
which they occupied with little oppobeen greatly strengthened of late
have
sition. At the same time the British
reported to be pressing bnck
were entering Ostend, and a few and are
troons there. The
tlio
Queen
and
hours later King Albert
for help from the
appealed
have
latter
Elizabeth were in that famous town
allies, and it may he that troops from
which for years had been one of the
the Siberian expedition liHve been sent
chief
bases of the Huns.
to their relief. Meantime the allied
also, It was said, was being
In north Russia, Including
evacuated as fast as possible, and the forces
considerable American contingent, are
beBelgium
of
In
strip
Germans
the
fighting their way along both banks
tween Bruges and the Holland border
oí the Dvlna in the direction of Welsk,
were making strenuous efforts to get
Vologda. Their progress
There was northeast of
out of the bottle neck.
difficult, for the bolshevlkl
has
been
them,
only one practicable road for
have been making heavy attacks and
and that was under the constant fire
keeping the expedition under almost
from the Belgian batteries.
On the river
constant bombardment.
they
which
up
Lille,
Having given
protected by
enemy
gunboats,
has
the
ordid not destroy, according to new
Islands, and the
small
fields
nine
and
ders from the army command, the
shells from these do considerable dam.
Huns were next forced to get out of
age. The allies, however are getting
Douai, and the process of flattening
well there and are confl.
out the salient proceeded merrily. It along fairly
appeared likely the Germans would dent and cheerful.
Lenlne and Trotzky are reported to
continue their retirement until they
have had a violent quarrel, the pre
were on the Une Antwerp-Namurcourse, mier having accused the foreign tiln
Mezleres-Metof
This,
on
a very lster of fostering a
retreat
meant a tremendous
by an
wide front and would not be at all Lenlne again has been attacked
assassin, tills time being thot In the
easy of accomplishment while Marshal
Foch was unrelentingly hammering at shoulder.
them In every sector. From the coast
The Finns seem to be getting them.
to La Cateau the withdrawal was being carried on so rapidly that at this stives into a peculiar position. First
writing no adequate guess could be they elected as their King Prince Fred.
erlck Charles of Hesse, brother-in-lamade as to Its full extent. The abandonment of the Belgian coast by the of the kaiser, whereupon France broke
relations that had
Huns meant that allied commerce was off the
existed with Finland. Next the Finns
freed in great part from the
formally requested Germany to withperil and that air raids on England
draw all her troops from their coun
out
with
carried
be
longer
no
could
ease. The allies captured vast stores try. The substitution of a monarchy
for a republic was really the work of
and many heavy guns In Belgium.
the Finnish diet, not of the people,
' fc
Having forced the Huns out of Laon and It may not stand.
-- .
and La Fere, the French maintained
John D. Ryan, director of the Amera steady pressure on both sides of the
waning salient there, making progress ican air service, on his return from
that wascontlnuous, though not rapid Europe, made the welcome announce
because of the Increased resistance of ment that unification of operation,
the enemy. As the Hundlng line of and to a great extent of production of
refuge was approached, In the region aircraft, had been agreed upon by the
allies. He also told
the splendid
of Rethel, an important German railway supply station on the Alsne, It be- work of the American aviators and of
the Buccess and popularity of the
came apparent that the Huns Intended
to try to hold that line for a time. American De Havlland planes and the
Another cheerful
From Rethel almost to Verdun the Liberty motors.
French and American armies fought piece of news concerning aeronautics
was disclosed by MaJ. A. Cushman
driving the Germans
continuously,
Rice, this being that the allies had
hack across the Grand
road and up both sides of 'he Meuse. worked out a practically perfected
The Tankees took Grand Pre, on the wireless telephone device which will
northern bank of the Aire river north enable the allied airmen to fly over
of the Afgonne forest, through which (he German lines and territory In lm
they had fought their way so bravely mense fleets, all the planes directed
and doggedly. The pláce, though but by the voice of the commander. This,
a small village, Is of great strategic he says, will sweep the Huns from
importance, being the Junction of the the sky and entirely put out the eyes
railways feeding a large part of the Of their artillery.

Baron
under Austrian domination:
Burlan, admitting the central powers
no longer had a chance of achieving a
military decision, plastered President
Wilson with flattery, declaring that
his humanitarian policies were fully

s

'

'

By EDWARD

W. PICKARD.

Squirming, dodging, walling, the
ierman Imperial government seemed
last week to be on Its last leg. Thick
and fast came the rumors of
surrender' and of the abdica- 1MH1 il
nniWI, nil IIHMlftl, mum
were unconfirmed or contradicted as
fnst as they came out, enoueh
news seeped through the veil
of secrecy to show that things were
An a desperate state In Germany. Its
mace trim was snning harmlessly by
Wilson when, in reply to
Tresldent
. a
.
I
i
full
i.
nni at iuhi nini:o iiwuru
told the
terms,
he
acceptance df his
government flatly that only absolute
crpltulatlon would be considered and
that the allies would not listen at all
while the Huns occupied allied territory and continued to perpetrate outrages on land and sea. Any persons
who may have had doubts concerning
the firmness of the president's will and
jiurpose were Joyfully reassured, and
the answer created consternation In
Berlin. The German press admitted
that It was a great blow to their rising
hopes of peace, and the ruling minds
of the empire began to try to find
nomo other way of escape from the
"esperare situation. As a preliminary,
to
amendments
orne democratizing
the constitution were adopted or proposed, notably one taking from the
emperor the right to declare war. The
pewer of the Junkers was sapped, to-uncon-ilition-

I

i
ireiner wuu imi
There was, Indeed,, evidence that a
Mvll upheaval of extraordinary proportions was beginning which, even
more than the great military reverses,
would bring on a debacle for Germany.

f- c-

The governments, the fighting forces
and the civilian peoples of all the allied nations made It absolutely plain
that Germany could not obtain the
"peace without humiliation" which It
1m
seeking. Nowhere among them is
found any sentiment of pity for either
the brutal soldiery that has ravished
ihe earth or the people who huve supported and rejoiced over the Inhumanity of tlfe armed forces. The demand for exact Justice Is universal
outside the lands of the orTenderg. It
would not be In the least surprising If
the prediction made In these columns
many months ago were fulfilled, namely, that one of the conditions of peace
will be that Germany surrender the
kaiser and other Instigators and per.

petrators of frightfulness for personal
punishment With this sprit prevailing among the now victorious allies,
what chance has Germany for peace
without humiliation?
The abdication of the kaiser, which
after nil would be but Incidental, was
considered likely, and It "vas reported
(hat he Intended to step down In favor
..t Prinna Wllllnm Frederick, oldest
son 01 tne crown priuun, wiw "
twelve years old.

President Wilson delayed his reply
to the peace proposals of Austria-Hungarand Turkey, probably in order
that the truth about their hopeless situation might soak Into their minds,
and reports showed they were realising the facts and beginning to act acof the dual
cordingly. The break-u- p
kingdom beenme more Imminent, the
Hungarians openly declaring their intention to separate from Austria, the
g
Poles, Croats and Bohemians boldlycom-Inout for Independence. The government made despairing plans to hold
the empire together In the form of a
confederation of the various nationalities, but this did not seem to interest
the peoples who have surTered so long
y

Austro-Germa-

in an effort to reduct
unnecessary calls on the
physicians throughout the country because of the present epidemic of Influenza, Surgeon General Blue of the
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1 British
uuner operating cnptured guns that have been turned or the fleeing enemy In Flander. 2
American troops "on their way to Berlin," passing a signpost that marks the border between Franee and Alsace.
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THE

Proper Treatment of Mild Cases
of Spanish Influenza.

QUOTATIONS
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UNNECESSARY CALLS
MADE ON PHYSICIANS
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SPANISH-AMERICA-
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10 Iba.
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or over

"Every person who feels alck and
appears to be developing an attack
of Influenza should at once be put to
room. If his
bed In a
bowels have moved regularly, It Is not
necessary to give a physic; where a
physic Is needed, a, dose of castor oil
or Rochelj Suits should be given.
J'iTho rooit) should be cleured of all
unnecessary furnlturel
aud
rugs, a wasn uasin, pitcner, anu siop
bowl, soap and towel should be at
iiand, préTerübTy Ta Hie room or Just
out&ldg the door.
"If the paUfmJ Is feverish a doctor
should be called, and this should be
done In any case If the patient appears
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semi-offici-

of

If a woman suffers from weak back.
nervousness or dizziness if pVins afflict
her, the best tonio and corrective is one
made up of native herbs and made without alcohol, which makes weak women
strong and sick women well. It is the
prescription of Dr. Pierce, used by him
in active practice many years and now
old by almost every druggist in the
land, in liquid or in tablets. Send Dr.
Pierce, Buffajo, N. Y, 10c for trial pkg.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets, are also
best for liver and bowel trouble.
Cherry, Colo. "Before I took Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription I wasn't
able to get around. I suffered a great deal.
1 had been doctoring with doctors but
none of them did me any good. I heard
of Dr. Pierce's medicine and took it for
eight months, and now I can do my work
with comfort. I am a (treat deal stronger
than I was. Dr. Pierce is the only one
that was able to cure me of my sickness.
a
His medicine is good for women
ments." Miss Verna Schreiber.

9

d

1

:..r.T!T.

Geeaa

Egg",

W27

g

Cartel

IIP

V

brlc-a-bra-

Ducks, young
Duckllnga. lb

Hprlngs
Bioilers, li4 to

25
15

appreciated than tt the present time.
and
Women should learn
nursing at home. There is no better
way than to study the new edition of the
"Common Seuse Medical Adviser"
with chapters on First Aid, Bandaging,
Anatomy, Hygiene, care of the Sick,
Diseases of Women, Mother and Babe, the
Marriage Relations to be had at some
drug atores or send 50c to Publisher, 804
Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

sick.

-

Dr eased Poultry.
The following prlcea on live poultry
ara net F. u. B. Denver:
4722
20
Turkeya, fancy d. p
W25
24
Turkeya, old toma
20
J!
Turkeya, chulee
i
nena, lb
,. .
1'ucka, young
.,.22 C25
Ueeae

There wai never a time when the sac
rifices and the help of women were more

Butter.
Creamerle, ex, 1st grade, lb.
grade,
Creamerlea, 2d
lb.... 49
I'rocena
racking stock
Krult.
Applee, Colorado, bog
1'eara, Biirtlett, box
Peare, cooking

6
(&

0
50
41

$1.6093.50
3.00()4.0

2.60f

00

Vegetables.
12.00
Beans, navy, cwl
2.50
Beana, 1'into, cwt
.1
beana, J J ma, lb...........
.100 .121
Beana, green, lb
.12
.10
Beana, wax, lb.....'
.20
.25
Bests. Colo., doa, bunchea
.2.50
Beata, new, cwt
.40
.30
Corn, sweet, dox
1.75
1.50
Cabbage, new, Colo
2.110
X75W
cwt
Carrots,
.35
.30
Carrots, Col., dx. bunchea
.OHfti .10
Cauliflower, lb
.45
.30
Celery, homegrown, dox.
.75
.60
Celery, Pascal
.75
.65
Cucumbers, hothouse, dx.
.60
.40
Lettuce, head, Colo., dox.
.25
.35
Lettuce, curly, dox
.25
.20
Unions, table, dox
2.60
2.00
Onions, cwt
.15
l'arsley, dox
2.00
2.59
Potatoes, new, cwt
.504
.35
Rajtshea, long, hothouse
.25
.15
tladlshea, round
.07
.06
Rplnach, lb
.04
Toirtoee, homegrown, lb. .03
2.00
Turnip, cwt
.25
.30
bunchea
Col.,
dx.
Vtirnlpa,

very sick, or coughs up pinkish (bloodstained) sputum, or breathes rapidly
mid painfully.
"Mot of the patients cough up considerable niucus; in some, there Is
much niucus discharged from the nose
and throat. This material should not
be collected In handkerchiefs, but
rather in bits of old rags, or toilet paper, or on paper napkins. As soon as
used, these rags or papers should be
placed In a paper bag kept beside the
bed. Pocket handkerchiefs are out of
place In the sick room and should not
be used by patients. The rags or papers In the paper bag should be burned,
"The patients will not be hungry,
and the diet should therefore be light,
egg, some toast or
Milk, a
crackers, a bit of Jelly or Jam, stewed
fruit, some cooked cereal like oatmeal,
hominy or rice these will .suffice la
most cases.
Comfort of Patient "
"The comfort of the patient depends
on a number of little things, and these
Among
should not be overlooked.
these may be mentioned a
room; a thoroughly clean bed
with, fresh, smooth sheets and pillowcases; quiet, so that refreshing sleep
may be had ; cool drinking water conveniently placed; a cool compress to
the forehead If there Is headache;
soft-boile- d

HIDES AND PKl.TS.
Dry Flint Hides.
30a
Butcher, 16 lbs. and up
32o
Butcher, under II iba
weights
30a
Fallen, all
I7e
Bulla and Stags
Ho
Culla
Dry salted hides. 6c per lb. less
Dry Flint Pelta.
46o
Wool pelta
40a
Short wool pelta
shearlings
...27o
Butcher
shearlings
12c
So 2 and murrain pieces
of pelts.. 25c
Bucks, saddles and
Green Raited HI dea, Kte.
Cured unbranded, 25 lba. and up,

For Constipation
- Carter's LStÜe

..liver Pills

wiiTset you right

over pight
Purely Vegetable
Small Pill, Small Doae, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
Will restore color to the faces of
those who lack Iron In the blood,
people do.
d
m most
pale-face-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

18.

' No Change Desired.
A company of colored soldiers was
marching along a country road on
which some negro convicts were

Thinking he would have some fun
with one of the convicts a trooper Inquired: "Hey, bo, how 'bout ua
chnngln' Jobs?"
The convict replied : "'Gwan, nigger,
I don't want no change. I knows
zactly how long Pse In fer and youse
.
don't."
.

Itching Burning 8klns.
eczemas, rashes, itchlnga, Irritations, pimples, dandruff, sore hands,
keeping the patient's hands and face end baby humors, Cutlcura Soap and
the forehead If there is headache; Ointment are supremely effective. For
clean, and the hair combed; keeping free samples address" "Cutlcura, Dept
his mouth clean, preferably with some X, Boston." A't druggists and by mall.
pleasant mouth wash; letting the pa- Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
tient know that someone Is within call,
Force of Habit
but not annoying him with too much
fussing; giving the patient plenty of
While In a certain government office
17c opportunity to rest and sleep.
No. 1
recently Sir Edwin Jones, the British
Cured unbranded, 25 lbs. and up.
advisable to give the sick room transport board chairman, overheard
is
"It
No. I
10
Note: Butt branded hides shall be a good airing several times a day. the following dialogue between two
classed aa No. 2.
"So much for the patient.- It It fair typewriter tappers :
10c
Uulis, No. 1
equally Important to consider the per
"Isn't it terrible the way we have to
8o
Bulls, No. 2
...10o son who Is caring for him. It Is Im- work these days?"
Glues, hides and skins....
..ISO portant to remember tlrat the diseas
Kip, No. 1
"Bather I Why, I typed so many
Cured aldebranded, 25 lbs. and up,
matyesterday that last night I fin15o Is spread by breathing
letters
No. 1
Cured aldebranded, 25 lbs, and up,
by the patient ished my prayers with 'yours truly.'"
air
Into
the
sprayed
ter
Ho
No. 1
Vancouver (B. C.) Province.
In coughing or even In ordinary breath10o
Bulls, No. 1
2
o
No.
Bulla,
ing. The attendant should therefor
C
Mil. 0.
"Cold In the Head"
16o wear a gauze mask over her mouth
Kip. No. 2
28c and nose while she Is In the sick room. la an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh. PerCalf, No. 1
26a
to frequent "cold;
Calf No. 2.
by foldlni sona who are subject
No. 1
150 Such a mask Is easily made
Branded kip and éalf, No.
In the head" will find that the use
2
a piece of gauze four fold, sewing i HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE wM
Branded kip and calf,
build up the Byatem. cleanse tha Blood
Part cured hides, lo per lb, leas than piece of tape at the four corners,
end render them less liable to colds.
cured.
'
Cleanliness.
Observe
Repeated attacks of Acuta Catarrh mar
Oreen hides, 2c par lb. leaa than
"The attendant should, If possible,
I. tak-e- n
NoTei"
6.006.00
Blood
4.00 6.00 wear a washable gown or an apron
Internally and acts
No. 2
Headless, 60c less.
the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
covers the dress. This will maki
which
free.
Testimonials
2.00
3.00
All Druggists 76c.
Ponies and glue
It much simpler to avoid Infection.
for any case of catarrhwilltnex
not
CATARRH MEDICINO
jUISCULLAN fcOUB MARKBT9.
"It is desirable that all attendants HAUL?8
C
thermometer,
a
Ohio.
fever
Toledo,
to
use
learn how
SW. Cheney ft Co.,
Denver Metal Market Prices.
I 1.01 H This Is not at all a difficult matter, and
Bar silver
Va
26.26
Copper
the use of such a thermometer Is a
Bringing Drama Up to Date.
805
Lead
great help la cárlng for the patients.
8.60
Spelter
F. E, Atkinson of Boston says he
Tungsten concentrates, unit... 25.00
thermomThe druggist who sells these
eaw an unusual performance of "Roeters will be glad to show how they meo and Juliet" at a town In the midCoffee Market.
New York. Coffee Rio No. 7,
are used.
dle West. The players Introduced a
futures steady; January, 8.96; March.
"In closing, and lest I be misunder- game of cards In the balcony scene.
1.25.
stood, I wish to leave one word of
Linseed.
caution : If In doubt, call the doctor."
The bull will bellow and snort and
Duluth, Minn. Linseed $3.36.
throw dirt and yet not consider him-- ,
Chicago
Live Stock Quotations.
Hia Sincere Hope.
yt
self a politician.
Chicago. Hoga
Butchers, $18.009
She I trusr, Jack, dear, that oui
18.50;
light,. $17.60018.40; packing,
When the breeze blows oft a man's
$1.4017.60; rough, $16.75016.25; pigs, marriage will not be against your
good to choice, $15.25016.00.
father's will.
he blames the hat, not the shape
hat
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice and
He I'm sure I hope aot; It weuld of his head.
prime, $14.36019.40; Common and medium, $9.00014.26; butcher atock, cowa be mighty hard for us If he should
and helfera, $6.65013.00; cannera and change It Boston Evening
Tran
cutters. $5.2506.76; stockera and feed-erw
I Wholesaise, Cítaosme,
good, choice and fancy, $9.76
script
Belresklai and leallaa
12.50; Inferior, common and medium,
M VP
L,i,iMurineforRed.
$7.0009.75; veal calves, good and
Reasoning
Intrioate
choice, $15.60018.50; Western range
ness. Soreness, Granula.
beef steers, 113.60017.26; cowa and
tion,Itchlngand Burning
"Aunt Belle, if you had your Ufe to
helfera, $8.26012.25.
of the Eyes or Eyelids:
Sheep Lambs, ohofce and prima, Uve over again what would you do?"
Drops"
After the Movies, Motoring or Oolj
"2
good, $12.60
tn.6015.76; medium and ewea,
"I'd get married before I had senst Will
win your confidence. Ask Your DrUgKiia)
cholo
015.60; culla, $8.00 011.00;
maid."
old
Boetoi
for Murine when your Ere Need Care.
and prime, $10.00010,26; medium and enough to be an
Marine Eye Remedy Co., CbJceura
good, $8.60010.00 culls, $3.5007.00.
Evening Transcript
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Democrat
Thomas J. Mabry
of Senator Barth.
Candidates
Democratic Nomine for
THE VICTORY TICKET.

For U. S. Scnatjr VV. B. Walton of
Grant county.
For Congress G. A. Richardson of
Chaves county.
,
For Governor Fcl;x Carcia of Rio
Arriba county.
For Lieutenant Governor Elmer ' E.
Veeder cf Can Miguel county.
For Sfpremo 'Court R. H. Hnnna of

Santa

Tc

county.

For Attorney
T. J. Mabry of
Bernalillo county.
For Secretary cf State Juan J. Duran
of Union county.
For Superintendent of Schools J. S.
Long of Roorcvc t county.
For State Auditcr-Mareu- o
C. do Baca
of Sandiv?l county.
For State Treasurer T. W. Medlsy of
Socorro county.
For Land Commissioner
G. A. Davis-so'
of Chavez county.
For Corporation Commicsionsr
D. J.
Finegan of Quay county.
n

ri

of Las Vegas.

North of Roy,

at

sharp

o'clock

10

the

"Hoover-Time- "

Durango (Colorado) Democrat following
"The dispatch announcing the
nomination of Felix Garcia of
Lumberton for governer of New
Span bay Mares 6&7 Filly lyr,
Mexico on the democratic ticket
grey.horse ,8yrs., Mare, 7yrs,
will gladden the hearts of his
2 Mule Colts.
ocean of friends in this locality,

HORSES

'

17 CATTLE

business man,
who has worked from the bottom
of the ladder to considerable fortune in the last 25 years, Mr.
Gaieia had but' few equals in
this neck of the woods and he is
.amply qualified to give New
Mexico the best business administration our sister state has ever
enjoyed.
."Mr. Garcia has nlade extensivo tours of his state and realizes
the needs of his people. Always
in sympathy with those who toil
and produce, he is in personal
touch with the cattle and sheep

Cow,, Black

Holstein

Xtra

"Asa practical

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
One Tonll
Have you seen the Ford
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered "the American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
this
Ford motor, and a direct worm drive,
truck will be among motor trucks just what
the Ford is among all motor cars; the supreme
value from point of effective service and low

He will make you a ludiré who will
not have pets In his courts.

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

He will make you a judge who will
have the laws enforced and the righfs
and liberties of ALL the people alike

Cow,

d
Cow,
Cow, 2 White Face Cow, All
good Milkers: Holstein Bull, 2yrs.
Red-Polle-

Heifer
Heiferlyr.

lyr.

Holstein

lyr,.

half-Holste-

in

half-Jerse-

y

W-- F.

Heifer

lyr.

6 calves

Farm Machinery
Wagon,
Good h
Sod
Plow.
3-i-

er

Team Harness, 4 acres Corn in
field, Bean Hulls. 6 Dozen
Buff Orpington Chick
ens.
Dresser, Beds, Chairs, Sewing
industry, the coat- industry, the Machine, Etc.
farmers, good road?, irrigation,
320-Acr- e
lumbering, and everything else
of
welfare
the
which concerns
that state.' A, mora versatile
man would be hard to find. Amply qualified to give New Mexico
'Good farm land located in the
the cleanest, most business like famous "Palouse Valley," Soil
administration the state has ever sand-loalimestone foundation,
enjoyed, we feel confident that all under Fence, Good
he will deliver if the good people Barn. Well, Windmill, 80 acre
miles
2
of New Mexico will elect him." under cultivation,
Church
from
miles
from School 3
Sec. 5, twp.
pescrhtion;-E
is
Dawson
It"
reported that
P.M.
lütrnntinrMl aeainst Uoy and 22N Range 26E, N. M..
Cash, Balance in
that a lady and children who TERMS:
went up on the train last Mon- Equal Yearly Payments.
day were made to stay in the
passenger coach all night and return next day,
of 4 months without
ct

-

My

FARM,

1--

1--

2

2

5

Terms

yer.
is the man to support and elect.

..

3,

.

'

'

MILLS
'3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
.

Í

,

BAFJTIST

First Sunday in each month.
"

A. M., V.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Service-1- 1

h
El!

mm

Mi
i!l

'

W. Woodward will have a
3 miles Southeast of Liberty School, 15 miles
Northeast of Roy, on Thursday,

F. A. Sargent has his new business room remodeled and will
move his jewelry stock and business' in this week. He has fitted it out with modern show
cases and wall cases for display,
and will arrange his work room
by the other window. The auditorium, for the Picture Show
will occupy the rear of the building and will have a seating capacity of 200 with a small stage and
curtain and the projecting ' ma'
'
chine.
The entrance will be through
the jewelry store and, will be
made attractive. The Picture
Show will open as Soon as the
quarantine is raised and it is
proper to open it.

''

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedént.

Pit

at his farm

1

rU'l
t

Free

'y

Landing

Aero-Plan- e
,

Cars Housed and Cared for

CATHOLIC
Mass twice'each month 2d and
4th Sundays, at the
Roy, N. M.
Catholic-CJaurch-

'

At Reasonable Rates..
Expert Mechanics

Repetir Work
ROY,

oyuarage
and LIVERY

Given

V P, S. C. E,,
Mrs. O.W.. HEARN, President
Miss
Grinek, Sec'y..

ulijan

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
;
A cordial welcome extended to
' all visitors.

Noted,, Tried,. Experienced

oneer

2ncí and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and. 7:30 p m.

A ucti

and Careful Attention
Entrusted
to me

Prompt

Priest in charge,.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7;30 p nv
3rd Sanday at JRoy Christian,
11 am and 7:30 pm
Church

Col. F.O. WHITE

at Law

Fr: Felix Vachon,

Rev.

Methodist Episcopal Church.

Manager.

J. W. BECK,

Attorney

,

.

New Mex.

J. B. LUSK

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

GASOLINE ST A,

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD &Co..

If you want the services of aa
SALESMAN,

"

-

J.

Pastor

M. WILSON,

whose work has always proven
SERVICES ON
satisfactory,, it Mnill make yu
Money to consult me before mik-inj- r 1st and 3d Sundays
Dr. Gibbs was called to Atar-qu00 P. M
at Mosquero,
your SALE. DATES.
Save nut shells and fruit-pits- ..
Wednesday and, found the
at Bradley,
11A.M.
They are needsd for No Sale too Near or too Far.
entire section colons down with
2nd & 4th Sundays at Liburty, 11 AJU.
"Flu". He' went from house to making Carbon for
No Sale too; Large or Small,
Solano, 3, P. M,
the
Bring
them
t
exmedicine
his
was
house till
E. L.PRATT
Pastor,
hausted and returned. Thursday Red Cross room.
You can , have SALE BILLS
with more. He says, he fears a
printed and make dates at the
number there will die.
n
Office. Roy
Lafe Deubler went to the
LODGE DIRECTORY
Atardue is in the-- Tucamcari Springer oschards Monday in his New Mexico.
district but it was impossible to Ford after a load of api.Jes.
get a doctor from there toattend
s
l. o. o.
these cases. Roy has afflictions
DRESS MAKING:
a
sonuoujvj
,.sJ1?
of her own but we are still fraHOMESTEAD
LODGE 46
Satifaction guaranteed.
helping
enough
1o
lend
a
Meets
ternal
at its own Hall
Write or call on lire. F. S.
hand in t me of trouble.
.Every
Wednesday .
Pratt, P. O. Box S12, Roy, N.M.
NEW MEXICO

ROY

Gas-Mask-

SOLANO-CIRCUI-

s..

,

Spanish-America-

t.

.

'

Mrs. Bil'e Kiimmay' s i'ck

at her home, m
"Flu" victim.

Another

Roy.

-

Miss Liman Browning

.

is sick

with influenza.

VMrs. A. E.

Evening

Visiting Brothers always

Bronchial Trouble.

wel-

come.

Sulenbendtir,

Rockfiieir
an attacks of bi in:

Mrlville Floeesiieim,

iii

fml',. states; "For
eHial trouble which usually assailbme
in the spring I find Chamber.fcin's
ttia
óuj,'h Kerredy the only tliir.-;gives me relief. AfteiUiiing.it for' a

Wm,. G.

x

fir

i

7

N. G.
Sec'y.
Johnson,
;

Rebekah' Degree

Miss Lena Lusk came home
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
few di$ all signs of bronchial trouble
He wishes he had!
Tuesday from her school ' at disappears."
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Mestonito which ha3 been closEvening each month
ed by order of the County SupL
A Beautiful Woman.
I. aO.'F. Hall
REFERENCES:
until the "Flu" plague is over,
Miss,.
Etta.
TIornbaker. N. G.
beavtiful'TOa
Do vcu know that a
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
Mrs.Blanche .Grunig, Sec,y.
Rudulpfr,. man always has a food digestion? If
Co., Supt. Milnor
Roy, N. M.
.
was in town a few minutes last your digestion Is faulty, eal lightly of
Visiting Sisters welcome
Citizfens State Bank,
meats, and take an occasional dose of
wee but drove on to attend to Chamberlaiu's Tablets to strengthen
Mills, N. M
the quarantine regulations in yonr digestion, Price
the rural schools.
.

"..''
'

El Dorado Hotel

Roy Telephone Co.

beg-irin- ir

T.J.PRICE,

' '' '
'
'
J.L. Svvaim's sale was called time in December.
This is to warn all hunters to
off Tuesday on account of no
rath-Sale
For
home
Car
stay
at
' Ford
keep off my ranch and pasture
crowd people
condition
Good
ctíances
with
the
Model
1914
at the head of La Cinta Canyon.
er than tatae
H.
Sotzen
of
first
Inquire
the
was
$200.
"Flu", then it
'
N. M.'
J. II. SANSBURY.
He will at Roy Trading Co.
cold day of the fall.
try again Nov. 6th,

W

"

p.m.

OL

credit
r
interest ou sums over $10 00 10
Springer slill firmly declares percent discount for cash on all
they have no "Flu" but we have sum3 over $10. '
Registration '
well authenticated reports of
COlJ F. t). WHITE, Auctioneer.
eight cases there. They are
The Registration Board for Precinct
E. G. PARK ES, Clerk.
33, Roy, will be in session at the office
U3 not to be sore at our
of W. H. Vilcox, in Roy front now on
solution-an- d
we're not, but it
to October 25th. You must be regisdoes look like "Straining át a
tered to avoid trouble at tite election
gnat and swallowing a camel". ' Sales dated at this office for this fall. See' that your name is on
of newcomers.
They even prohibit cars from the near future are- - J, W.Wood- andf to the reHistration
Neis Benson,
Roy driving into their town.
ward, Oct. 31st,
Hal Warner some
TRESPASS NOTICE.
Nov. 7th,
A

--

VIEW

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at

.

Planter,
"Majestic Cream Separator, new,
2 Cream Cans, Set

1--

.
ROY
.
t
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM..
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning' service.

e,

Cultivator,

Stand-ard-Bre-

;

,

He is not a politician,' but a clean
upright 'gentleman, and an able law-

sale

Abernathy; Supt

i

The Ford
cost of operation and maintenance.
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
We'll assist buyers on the body question.
. Com in and let's' talk it over

i

fi

necessary.

CHRISTIAN

Model T

He will make you a Judge who is
impartial to the members of his bar.

lie

i9

G. R.

Public Sale

A. M.

didate.

presence

Law-Enforceme-

Sale to commence,

na Vírv fiuv Vinrl
vor Hrpnrnprl
that Mr. Garcia was even a can-

-

He will make you a judge who Is
above political control and influence
while on the Bench,

Oct. 31st,
A lot of good horses and mules
A vote for Mabry is a vote extra good ,
Milk cows, heifersand calves.
for impartial ,
16 head of hogs.
A lot of farm machinery, 'set
of Blachsmith tools,
20 ton cane and millet hay,
;
Chickens' Household goods,
o
I will offer at Public Auction, See bills for list,
at my farm 9 miles Northeast of Usual terms, 12 months time.

Wed. Oct. 30,

Wm. G. IIAYDON,

,,UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL.
Meets each Sunday at 10,' A. M.'
Your,
at Christian Churcn.,

There is no man better qualified to
fill the District Judge's office in the
Fourth Judicial District than Hon.
William G. Haydon, of Las Vegas. He
has long been a resident and successful practicing attorney in the State
of New Mexico, and is familiar with
the laws and CONDITIONS existing
equally to, if not better than any attorney in the district.

protected.

L

Member Constitutional Conven
tion of 1910; elected overwhelmingly member State Senate at
election 1011; now a member
Board of Regents Spanish-Amecan Normal School and has made
a record in favor of better School
facilities for the boys and girls of
the rural sections of the Staie:

Mills, 15 miles
N. M. o- n-

For Judg 4th District

Church Directory

He will make you a judge who will
lay aside politics whileon the Bench
and render justice to all alike.

'

.:

I

ATTORNEY-GENERA-

Judge Haydon
NEE FOR DISTRICT JUDGE OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

,

i

N

HON. WILLIAM G. HAYDON," OF
LAS VEGAS, DEMOCRATIC NOMI-

'

SuWrlptiw $1.50 Fw Tmt
matter
Entered as second-clas- s
postofFice in Roy, New Mexico.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop

v
-

Office and Exchange,
'

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE

E

at Springer.

Solano, Mosquero, 'Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conCity
Exchange,
ServiceRoy
Efficient
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A'quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in thej!
Main Business District
x

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

s

"Will find this the righ't place.

,

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Knows Only Too' Well.
The query "Why does a hen cross
the road?" never presented any dim-- ;
culty to the man who has a gnrden. on
iha opposite Sirle, Boston Transcript
"

1

'

-

THB

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

."

CHAPTER 103, LAWS OF 1917 ',
NOTICE FOR' PUBLICATION
S NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
An Act authorizing the construction of to create a sinking fund for payment
- V Department of the
and addition to the Capitol Building of the principal thereof.
Interior
9. To provide for the payment U. S. Land Oflice at Clayton, N. M Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, making of Sec.
the interest on the Bonds issued
an appropriation therefor and pro.;
Office Clayton New Mexico. ;
Oct 7, 1918
viding bonded indebtedness fpr the pursuant to this act there shall be and . Notice is hereby given that
'
'
,
Oct. 7.
1918
payment of the same, and to create there is hereby imposed 'and levied
'
during
year
any
each
Chester
of
Green,
said
bonds
A.
of
Notice
Is
hereby
given
that
commission with authority to conbe outstanding on all property In Roy, Mora county, N. M.,vho on
struct and complete such addition. shall
jk Arthur W. Farris of Roy, New Mex,
the state subject to taxation for state
Committee Sub. for H. B. No. 66;
Aug.' 8, 1915 made Homestead who on May.8,1915 mada HE no.0I92"l
purposes,
an
tax
annual
to
sufficient
proved March 13, 1917.
produce a sum equal to one year's in- Entry No, 020031 for Lots 3, 4, Sec, 4 for SEi
Section
Be it enacted by the Legislature of
terest on all such bonds then outstand- Lots
&
Section I 11 Twp 20 N. R 27 E. NMPM ,. has
the State of New Mexico: less the amount in the state treas- Township 18 N Range 25 E,- - N. M. P, filed notice
Section 1. That for the purpose of ing,
of Intention to make three
ury received by way of income, from
' '
constructing and completing an audi-- , the
Meridian has filled
veár proof, to establish claim to the
land
belonging
to
grantthe
state
tion to the present Capitol Building at ed by
notice of intention to make Final Three land above described, btt-i-- í
Santa Fe. New Mexico, the Governor Section Act of Congress as stated in Year,
8
Proof, to establish claim to the V. H. Foster, U.S Commissioner a
sinkto
;
hereof
provide
and
a
hall appoint three reputable citizens
ing fund for the payment of the prin- land above described,- before F. II. Roy New Mexico on Noy 18
1918.
f New Mexico, not more than, two of cipal
of said bonds the State Treas-ure- r Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hia of
tfhom shall belong to the same politi- names
Claimant
as
witnesses:
shall retain and use rot such fice in Roy, N. M.
fll Tiqrtv O.Q o (nmmDQÍnn
ir!4U full
11, 1918
on Nov.
all the proceeds derived from
R. W. Boulware
power and authority to employ an ar-- purpose
Joe Mitchell
the sale of the land so granted to tho
Hen- '
names
Claimant
witnesses:
a3
chitect, and to let contracts for the state
George
C O Hoskins
Mitchell
purpose
the
statin
for
this
act
Leandro Archuleta
erection of such building to the lowest ed, which said proceeds, or So much Dan. Laumbach.
Allot Roy,'. New Mexico
and best responsible bidder, upon thir thereof as may be
Sylvestre Torres
P R Harris
be
shall
necessary,'
ty days published notice, letting the applied exclusively towards the payPAZ, VALVERDE
9
All of Roy New Mexico
same in one entire contract, or por- Register
ment
of
of the bonds au- principal
the
tions thereof to different contractors, thorized by
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
'.
and
to
this
act;
further
i as in the judgment of the commisi
provide for a sinking fund for the resion may be most advisable.
demption of said bonds there shall bt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any and
there is hereby imposed and levied
'
member of suqh commission to become during
each year after, any of said Department
5
' or be,
.
of the Inlerior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
directly or indirectly, interested bonds shall have run
r
for ten yenrt,
a .'' :
in any contract so let, or to make any
Office
Mexico,- - '
Clayton,
Clayton,
New
New
Oflice
at
Mexico
at
after date thereof, during each yeai
'
'
profit, directly or Indirectly, out of any any said
1918
7,
'
Oct.,
1918
'.
October,
bonds are outstanding an an
such contract r to furnish ,or supply nual tax on
all property in the otate Notice is hereby given that Oliver
Notice is hereby given that
BUY THEM
TILL IT HURTS-AN- D
WHEN YOU
, directly
09 indirectly, any labor, ma- subject .to taxation for slate purposes, B Diettericli. of Roy,
N. M. who, Rtfugio U.de Perea , of Gallegos, KM.
terial or other commodity used in and sufficient in addition to moneys deFEEL
YOU
SATISFIED
HAVE,
THAT
DONE
YOUR
about completing any such contract rived from the sale of said lands and on Augl 7, 1915 mufle II. E. No 020701 for who on Aug.,Mth 1915, made II E no
"
or contracts.' The members of such held for such purpose, to pay the prinSHARE, THINK OF THE BOYS "OVER THERE"
Sec. 2J, 02O1O9 for NWlSec,0,T 17 N, Rng30E
Pfimmmvinn
Uíii.
&NJ-NEIJtl.W. ....o rtcti1
' GIVING
...i........ .iiw clmll
I'C.IU MIVII nolnul cipal of the said bonds at maturity.and NEJ NWJSec. 35, Twp. N. M. P. M, has filed notice' of intenEVERYTHING,
.
EVEN
THEIR
LIVE- Sand necessary expenses incurred by
Sec. 10. That the taxes for the 20N. Kng.25E
tion
esto
proof,
year
three
to
make
"THE'
SHOW
THEN
STUFF"THAT
YOU
ARE
them in and about such work, bu. shall payment of the .interest and ultimate
MADE
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of tablish claim to the land above dereceive no further, other or additional redemption and payment of
OF AND BUY MORE LIBERTY BONDS.
bonds. intention to make
said
three-yeaW
S.
scribed
before
U.
r
Final
,
compensation.
shall1 be levied and collected at the
LIBERTY BONDS ARE THE SAFEST INVESTMENT'
Proof, to establish claim to the land Commissioner at. Roy New Mexico on
Sue. 3 There is hereby appropriated sume time and in the same manner
hí
'
out of the state. treasury the sum of other taxes are' levied and' collected above desci ihed before bis
V IN THE WHOLE WORLD AND PAY INTEREST
AT
Nov. 18 1918.
two nunureu inousanu
juu.uuu) dol- in the state for other purposes, which
M-in the U. S. Army and bis ' Claimant names as witnesses:
Officer
PERCENT
lars, or so much thereof as may be funds provided for i:io redemption o
ose Maria Murlz l'recopio Archuleta
necessary for the purpose of paying said bonds shall be kept sepárate ir, witnesses
' BUY. YOUR LIBERTY BONDS FROM US.
for the construction and completion a fund for that purpose by the Stati
before F. II. Foster,. U. S.
'
Mosquro, N, M.
of said building, said fund to be avail- - Treasurer.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the Tiofi!o Willcox Encarnación Sandoval
'
,
WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS TIME
Sec. 11.; The said Capitol Building 11th day of Nov. 1918.,
9
Gallegos,
New
watrous,
Mexico
DEPOSITS.
'
inafter provided for.
Addition shall be not los? than' two
' PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Sec. 4. For the purpose of provio stories high, not less than one hunin? funds for the erection of said ad- - dred and fifty feet. long md seventy-fiv- e
Gilbert Loach Irvin Ogden, Sr..
.1
iliimn rt jk
t..:i.i:
feet wide, and shall be erected at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Geo'. H. Ray
Frank Aldeis
hereby authorized and created a bond- tho south end of the present Capitol
ed indebtedness of the Stat, of New Building, and not more than fifty feet 11-Rov,
of
New
All
Mexico
Mexico in the sum of two hundred distant therefrom, and shall be so ar'
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
;
PAZ VALVERDE,
thousand ($200,000) dollars, and there ranged that the light in (he second
Office at Clayton, New, Mex
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
shall bo issued two hundred (200) story of the present Capitol Building
Can Now
and Sleep
7, 1918
Oct.
Notice is
bonds of the denomination of one shall not, be shut off, and such addiDepartment
of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The Interior, U. S.
in Comfort.
hereby given that Floreuclo Gouzales
thousand ($1,000) dollars each.' Said tion shall" be so arrangeci that it may
. Land Office
at Clayton, Ñ. M.
bonds shall bear interest at the rate be heated from the heating plant supGarcia,
Mosquero,
of
Mex,
N,'
who
on
September 24, 1918.
If troublen with indigestion or sleepof four and
per cent per an- - plying: the present Capitol Building Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Oct. 8, 1915. made HE. No. 021002 for
' num, which said interest
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that Sam lessness you should read what Miss
shall be pay- and such addition shall be connected
See. 20,
Oct. 7 1918
Tyler, of Roy, Mora County, New Mex- Agnes Turner, Chicago, III., has to
in gold coin, or its with the present Capitol Building pi
able
and
Section 2?,
Notice is hereby given that
equivalent in lawful money of the the ground floor by a passageway
ico, who, on January 2nd, 1915,made
say: "'Overwork, irregular meals and
linked States, on the first day of July properly constructed, according to thi Arthur G. Burleson of Roy New Mex. Township 17N. Range 0E N.M.P, Homestead Entry, No. 019114, for Se
carelessness
regarding the ordinary
and the first day of January of each plans and specifications of the archi24,
M,
Section
and NeV Section 25,
Meridian, has , filed notice of intention
.year at the oflice of the State Treas- tect, and said addition shall be as neat who on March 18th 1915 made Home
rules of health, gradually uudermlned
Township,
18N,
Range
M.
N.
25E,
P.
to
make
final
three year
proof to estab
urer of the State of New Mexico. The fireproof as it is possible to make it stead Entry No 019019 for SE
M., has'filed notice of intention to it until last fall I became a wreck of
principal of said bonds shall be made and When completed shall be occupiec Township 21 N Range 27 lí N. if. P. lish claim to the land above described mako
Final Three Year Proof, to estab my former self. 1 suffered from conpayable to the bearer in gold coin, or by the State Library,' State Supreme Meridian, has filed notice of .intention before W. II. Willcox, U.S. Com, Roy
to the land above describ- tinual headache, was uuable to d't?est
lish
claim
money
equivalent
in
its
lawful
of the Court and all offices connected there- tomake three Year Proof, to establish N M on the 18th day of Nov. 1918.
ed, before CLAIMANT before Fred- my food,. which seemed to lay as a
United States, thirty years after their with, and the Attorney General.
Claimant names as witnesses:
claim to the land ubove described, beerick II. Drake, U. S. Commissioner, dead weighty on my stomach. I was
date, and it shall be provided by said
Sec. 12; The said commission shal
bonds that thev mav be redeemed at have full power and authority to di fore F. H. Foster U S Commissioner Silverio Maestas
Trinidad Sanchez at his office in Portland, Oregon. very constipated and my complexion
the option of the state at any time af- any and all acts deemed necessary at Roy N. M. on Nov. 11 1918.
MarceliuoPaditla
Marcelino Cordova Witness before F. II. Foster, U. S. became dark, yellow and muddy as I
ter ten years from their date. The said anil proper in and about the construcCommissioner, at his office in Roy,
All of Gallegos, New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sleeplessness wus added to my
bonds shall stale when and where pay tion of said building, tho determinaNew Mexico, on the 4th day of No- felt.
s
C Nugen
Carl
Samuel
Bland
PAZ
VALVERDE,
able, rate of interest, and when and tion, and adoption of plans therefoi
misery, and I would awake as tired
'
1918.
vember,
B
F Emerson
C E Kidd, ,
Register
where the interest shall be payable, and the arrangement thereof, and shal
as When I went
sleep. I heard of
Claimant names as witnesses:
and shall be signed by the Treasurer draw its voucher in the proper form All of Roy New Mexico
A. Waldo Morris, Florence Wright, Chamberlain's Tablets and found such
and Governor, and shall be attested by for the payment, of all indebtedness
Dean Tyler, A. J. Smith, all of Roy, relief after taking them that I kept
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
the Secretary of State and bear the contracted in and about said work anc
'
'
New Mexico.
.
11!)
;
"
up the treatment for nearly two
seal of the state and shall be known as building on the State Auditor, and th(
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF AC-the "Capitol Addition BuildingBonds." State Auditor shall draw his warram
months. They cleansed my stomach,
PAZ VALVERDE,
"TION.
The faith and credit of the 'state is on the State Treasurer for. the payRegister. invigorated my system," and since that
Ownership,
Management,
Statement
of
hereby pledged for the prompt pay- ment, and the State Treasurer shal
I
112
tinje 1 can est and sleep in comfort.
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
,
Circulation, Etc., of
ment of. said bonds and the interest pay the fame on presentation ihereo:
I am today entirely we'd.
Judicial District
I
thereon as herein provided.
If the out of the funds realized from the sail THE SPANISH AMERICAN publish-e- d
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
:state shall elect to exercise its right of said bonds hereby authorised.
weekly at Roy, New Mexico,
Keep Out the Duet.
'
tokreduem any of said bonds after ten
)ss.
Sec. 13.' The members of such com'
nnve window shades that will nm FOR SALE! -- 200 shocks of good
Opt .1st, 1918."
years from their date and in advance mission shall qualify by taking the
)
County of Mora
up and down over your pantry shelves
editor,"
editor
managing
Publisher,
of maturity, notice thereof shall be oath required by other state officers
com, Some good work marea,
Frank Webb, Trustee, Plaintiff,
nnd a lot of (hist win he nnve.
given by publication by. the State and shall hold their offices until the and business manager, and owner, Ir,
and young Mules.
Treasurer, in a newspaper published completion of said addition unless re- vin Ogden, Sr., Roy, New Mexico.
v.
'
J
O
i
SavDp
.
Roy
Mortgagees
Trust
and
A.
W.
FORCE.
in aama re, icw mexico, once a weeK moved, for cause, by the Governor,
NOTICE rOU PUBLICATION
Charles B. Coffman, A. C. Meikle
for four successive weeks next prioi and in case any vacancy shall occui ings Bank, Roy, N. M.
7 miles eist of Mills, N. M.
to the date .fixed for redemption, and in said commission, the Governor oi t Average circulation ' for past six und J. C. Meikle,
as
Department of The Interior, 'U. S.
if a bond so called for redemption be the state shall fill such vacancy in the months-r-6Meikle Brothers,
Defendants.
copies per week;
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
not presented at the time requested same manner as other vacancies m
FOR SALE: A' good quarter
,
September 24, 1918.
IRVIN OGDEN, Sr.,
Signed:
No. 2558
it shall cease to bear interest from state offices are filled. When such
section
homestead near Solano,
Notice is hereby given that John 3.
Publisher.
and after the date so fixed for re- building, is completed the architect emabove named defendants, A. C. Taylor, of Roy, Mora County, New at a bargain price.
The
demption.
Ask about
shall
tilt
ployed by such commission
Sworn to and subscribed before me Meikle and J. C. Meikle;
' Sec.
Mexico, who on September 8th, 1914,
6. Int'eie.-;;- ' coupons shall be with the Secretary of State copies oí
the
at
it
Office..
as Meikle Brothers, ere hereby noti- made Homestead Entry No. 017909, for
attached to the 'sai,d bomh and the the plans and specifications for saic' this ' 5th day of Oct. 1918. , '
'
fied that the ivbove entitled action has Sett Sett, Section 7, Swtt, Swtt Nw
said coupons shall be consecutively 'bnildin-?and when raid building it (Seal)
F. II. FOSTER
numbered and shall specify the num- completed, it shall be inspected by thi
-been
commenced by tho above named tt, Section 8, and N',4 Nwtt, Section
T!v CV.Iy
Peace.
of
the
Justice
'
ber of the bond to which they are at- Governor .State Auditor and StaU
plaintiff against the above named deColom-- l
19N, Kanpre 26E, N. M.
."Some pec;
tached, mid shall be attested by tfii irea.urer, anu n.iounu u i;e in acfendants, Charles B. Coffman, A. C. P. M., has filed notice 0 intention to r!íT.nfii;rIo, "hc
y rf b'mié except
lithographed, or engraved fac aimiln cordance with the plans and' specifiMeikle and J. C. Meikle,
make Final Three Year Proof, to estab- cn rUv-tlit: a ( hey overdo
'::;.
tirrti'ihira ft ho Vtfifo rnacuror
cation:!, it shall be accepted.
Meiklo Brothers, said action being lish claim to the land above described, tli a thin
aa
0'; '
i.;:Jtrat.
i't
Sec, 0. t. The State Treasurer, when
Sec. 14. Thjj act shall be submitted 'In 1S.33, when the republicans wero for the foreclosure of a trust deed the
before F. H.' Foster; U. S. Commissionthe bonds authorized by this act to lie to the people', oi' 'the Slnto of New In power c'.urin;; tho Spcnkh war, the
general objects of which action are er, at hia ofilce in Roy, New Mexico,
issued;, shall have been signed, coun- Mexico i'or their ratification U1
block 12
FOR SALE: Halfto recover from the defendant, Charles on the 4th day of November, 1918.
tersigned, endorsed and sealed a? in next general election to be held in the demanded that the people olect a
Congre-aend Inaijted that I!. Coffman, thi num of Oñe Thousand
in
this act provided, shall sell the samo month, of November, A. D., 1918, and
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lots
J. Floersheim's Addition"
Dollr.rs, with interest there
to the, highest and best bidder for all ballots' at said election shall have 0 veto' 0aii:L't tho rolitical party in and no- V. H. Eaum, Clarence- Le filer, M.
Roy,
next street east of Mr.
cash, u:on staled bid?, at not less than printed thereon and at the énd thereof VCwqv durin;; a war would be con- on iroru iiie ytn day ot July, into at N. Baker, Earl Baum, all of Roy, New lo
by
strued
of
Europe
aa
Notice
a repudiation cf the rate of ten per centum and for in- Mexico.
FloershoimV residence. . Mcst
.par and accrued interest
the words "For the Capitol Addition
v
such proposed sale rhiill be given by Bond
and' in a separate line the President.
'
tho
of
on
terest
installments
differtnt.
VALVERDE,
PAZ
desirable building site in town.
the State Treasurer, by' publication, in- under the same, the word.i "Against
Colonel ItJOSfvelt then said: ' "Re- interest from the date of the maturity
, Register.
bargain, See
'A
viting sealed proposals thereon, at a the Capitol Addition Bond lsrue." Op- member that, whether you will or not, of the same at the rate of, one per
'
2
,
day and1 hour stated "therein, which posite said lines there shall be a squarf your voles this year will be viewed by centum per month; for ten per centum
DEPEW Roy, N.M
CHARLES
said notice shall be published once a in which the votéis may- make 01 the nations of
Eiirore, from one stand- of the amount of principal and interweek fol' three weeks in some news- ,tamp a cross to indicate whether they point only.
t They will draw no fino est accrued aa attorney's fees, and for
paper published in the State of New vote for or against this act and said
Mexico, and a like notice published in bond issue, and those voting for thit distinctions. A refusal to sustain tho a decree, against 'all the defendants
Tom. J. Taylor, Abstractor
C. U. Stron!f, County Treasurer,
some financial journal iii the City of act and said bond issue, and thost President thls year will in their eyes foreclosing a trust deed upon and
New York, the last insertion of such voting for this act and said bond is bo read as a refusal to sustain the war against' the following described real
notice shall be made not less than sue shall do so by placing a cross in and lo'susfaln tho efforts of our peace property, situate, lying and being in
seven days before such date so fixed tho square opposite t:ie words "For commission to secure the fruit of war. Mora county, New Mexico,
,
'
for such sale.
the Capitol Addition Bond Issue," und Such a refusal may not inconceivably
Mora, New México
(75) of Said those voting against the said bond is bring about a rupture of the peace neThe North Half of the Northwest
Sec 7." Seventy-fiv- e
phall
of
bear dit? the 30th day
bonds'
sue, shall do so by placing a cross in gotiations. It will give heart to our Quarter, thé North Half of the North'
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
(75) the
November, 1918, and seventy-fiv- e
square opposite the words defeated antagonist; It will make pos- east Quarter and the Southwest QuarMora County.
of said bonds shall bear date the 31st "Against the Capitol Addition Bond sible
;
;
Secof
the interference of those doubt- ter of the Northwest Quarter,
day of May, 1919, and fifty (50) of said Issue."
Of
South
and
tion
Half
Twelve,
the
'
ful
neutral nations who Jn the struggle
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are Being
bonds shall bear date Pecember 81st,
Sec. 15.- - The Votes cast for ana
the Northeast Quarter and the North
have wished us 111."
V
'
,
' straightened but and we are also prepared
,1919. All of said bonds shall be sold against' said bond issue 6hall be count'
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
Harrison, during tho west Quarter Of the Southeast Quarat the same time and shall be issued ed, returned, canvassed and declared
Township
and delivered at the times and in the in the same manner and subject to the same campaign, said: "If the word ter of Section Eleven,
DEPARTMENT
.
North, Range Twenty Five,
WETIAVE A HEAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
amounts as specified in this act, and ame rules as Votes cast for state of- goes forth that the people of tho Unit.
,
v
Methe proceeds realized from the sale of ficers, and; if it appears that this act ed States are standing solidly behind East of the New Mexico Principal
Promptness
and
us
dispatched
with
to
'
Aecuref
Al
entrusted
Mutters
" ''
4.
' ," .
'
Your Businnss Respectfully Solicited.
said Bonds shall be turned over to the shall have received a majority ci all the President, the task of the peace ridian.
.'
(
State Treasurer to be kept by him in the votes cast for and against it at commissioners will be easy but If
of
above
the
sale
decreeing
the
And
the
such election aforesaid, then the fame there is a break in
a separate fund for the purpose of
the ranks if tho described real property the proceeds
effect upon publication
construction, furnishing, equipping and shall
Democrats score: a telling victory, If to be applied towards the payment of
Adof the certificate of the Secretary of
completing said Capitol Building
;
State declaring the result of the vote Democratic senators, congressmen and the amount due plaintiff, and costs.'
dition.
'
governors are elected Spain will see
interest on thereof.
Sec. 8. That to pay-thof
the
in it a gleam of hope. She wilt take
due,
the
duty
And said defendants, A.. C. Meikie
be
the
become
shall
shall
10.
it
It
as
Sec.
bonds
said
act fresh hope and a renewal of hostili- ahd J. Q. Meikle,
as Meikle
s '
State Auditor and the State Treasurer Secretary of State to have this
:
'
'.' "" The Roy Drug Store
j.v.,., published oncd a week ,in one .news- ties, more war may be necessary
Brothers, are further notified that unhall transrer 10 me
"ai
'
pub''
be
;
for
if
one
exclusively
county,
used
each
herebe
paper in
'
which, shall
to us what we have' already less they enter their appearance
.''V.
', '
such purpose, all the income derived lished therein, throughout the state
'
in, on or before the 25th , day of Noand
Drugs,
Chemicals
Pure
the
:.'
state
preceding
next
the
to
belongingweeks
for four
from lands
vember, 1918, judgment will be ren
'
v'
"
.,
Medicines
Which were ganted to the state by Act general election to be held in the
Patent
.;'
them,
each
nnd
of,
dered
against
thfm,
They could only muster 118 for
' Perodicals and' Stationery
of Congress, entitled "An Act to en- month of November, A. D., 1918. The
default.'
by
:
out
Lindscy
id
paid
for
the
:,
;''
nomination
shall
be
able the people of New Mexico to form cost of publication
Wa3 ho too 4
of the interest on deposits funds,, in Republican convention.
adpostoffice
a Constitution and state government
name
'and
That the
good In his' Intentions and too Indeand be admitted into the Union on an the hands of the State Treasurer.
dress of plaintiff's attorney is, W. R.
Seo. 17. All acts and parts of acts pendent In his purposes for tho Re- Holly, Springer, New Mexico.
equal footing with the original states,
á
Perfumes and Toilet' Articles
of this publican gang? Why did the bor.sei
approved June 20th, 1910," "For Leg- , in conflict with the provisions
."
pub-repealed.'
Judicial
,
í
and
act
Executive
islative,
3eny him a second term? AsH the
WITNESS, my hand and the s'eal of
I'a buildings heretofore erected in sa'd
question, answer It "by saying that said court at Mora,' Mora county, New
been
has
act
this
of
erected
publication
hereafter
bo
The
Territory, or to.
Shey demanded Larrazolo and then Mexico, this 10th day of September,
states, and for pay- ordered bv me as Secretary of State
in the
esk what sort ' of Btate government
the
Section
'16
of.
with
in accordance
Tnent 01 tne Dorms neicwiuic i
PEDRO A. ORTEGA,
they offer the" Independent voter this 1918.'"'
inwhich
'
said
same.
.
'after issued therefor,"
Clerk of .Said Court.
(Seal)
Rethe
rear
liquid
voting
as
the
for
reward
,
'
come shall be applied toward thé
ANTONIO LUCERO,
By Thos. G. Kain, Deputy.
'
.'
ation of the interest on said tond3f. and
Secretary of State. publican ticket.
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ITALIANS STEAL
PLANE AND FLEE
Irreftntists Face Many Perils

In

Remarkable Escape From
Austria.

TANK TAKES TWO ..TOWNS

Go About Plana So Coolly That Officsra
Bel lev They Are Going on Mla-- t
ion Under Ordere From Some
One Higher Up.
By UGO

MAROCCO-BONGH-

CirripoDlani' of the Mullan- Htireau, Chlraxo.)
American !Sw

flH-U- I

Home. One trifcl)t morning of the
Hummer Just endiug an enemy hydroplane beurins the black cross of Ausover
tria appeured In the heaven

batteries prepared
The
to shoot. The seaplane ttllghted on the
"
Soon after It wa
Khore at
known thut the pilot and his companion were both Irredentista who had
fled from Austria.
"
The two hud come from the Island
of Lussin, at the entrauce of the Gulf
of (juuranero, opposite the altores of
ft

bow pointed toward the shore. It took
i on anxious hour to turn It toward
the ope sea. Finally we started the
motors, but with on explosion ond a
rumble that would awaken even the
dead.
"The officers, the commandant and
the soldiers of the station appeared
at the windows of the barracks and
watched us with surprise, but without suspicion, as we took our mysterious leave, no doubt thinking we had
secret orders from ,some one higher
op.
"For several yards the hydroplane
gilded along the surface of the water, unwilling to rise a second time,
apparently, before the wind which
blew from behind, and possibly on account of the new pilot who was as Inexperienced as he- - was audacious. At
last, however, we succeeded In rising
from the sea.
Face Many Perlle.
"While we were Intent on our maneuvers we found ourselves suddenly
opposite Mount
where the
Vcll-Stras-
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Written by a Prussian Officer Who Participated

OoKTlfM ky Detroit

FRENCH

SOLDIERS

ROUNDED,

it

;

ARE SLAUGHTERED

anti-aircra-

e.

g

"Po
want to do this voluntarily. Is it of
your own free will?"
The soldier moistened his Hps and
tlnnced. at his brother, and replied
''Yes, sir, it Is of my own free will,
and I want to withdraw it."

r

Is Now Making Good.

tr

1

-.

r

it

r

'T---

IV

V

Major Coffin found the affidavit and
tore t tip, and then issued an order
transferring the soldier to an, active
regiment, and the soldier left.
After he had gone the visitor turned
to Major Coffin and said: "Major, I
thank you. I had determined there

would be no yellow curs in my family,
ond if that boy hadn't withdrawn that
rffldavlt I would have beaten him up
right here. But I'm glad he did It of
his own free will."
The soldier who thought he was a
conscientious objector has been making good ever slnce the visit of his
brother. He seems, In fact, to be more
cfrnld of his brother than of the
and those who have been watch-lu- g
General 1'ershlng being decorated with the star and the ribbon of the
him nre of the opinion that he will
Legion d'llounetir by President Polncalre. General de Terge Is standing at the
make a very good fighting man.
right.

t
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Ger-mon- s,

LENDS

NOTHÍTOIS

HOUSE

TO

DOCTOR

Parisian Installs Rockefeller Institute
Scientist In Hla Home at
Saint Cloud.

Yankees Make Impossible Possi--..V- . because of that reason that the Americans nre always advancing.
'
Paris. Dr. Alexis Carrel of the
ble, Says Petit Journal.
"They have constructed 'somewhere
Rockefeller Institute for, Medical ReIn France' o depotof enormous proof New York was recently seekportionsalready the largest of all search
ing n. building at Saint Cloud suitable
Clev-Ingenuity,
to
Paid
' such depots In France and second largHlflh Tribute
a laboratory
.

erne8a and Dlspatih of Amer- -'
Jeans.

est In the world. A year ago the-rwns nothing but bare land. Today the
site Is actuary a city.
'To house the thousands of workParis. "The Americans doubt nothAlgerians,
ing." That Is the reason they realize ers French, Americans,
every'Mng In the way of making the Chinese, Moroccans, Germnn prisoners
It was necessary to build hundreds
impossible possible and overcoming oil
Then the magazines,,
of barracks.
obstacles."
put up; To- - get some
were
warehouses,
speaksuys
In
So
the
place
It Is only necessary
Idea
of
the
ing of the enormous docks ond
which the American army has to soy that these docks cover 28 square
kilometers.
erected on the coasts of France.
"The ' Americans," the newspaper
Porpoise Killed.
continúes,, "do big things ond they do
Supposedly killed . by a
London.
them quickly. JThe question of time
Mid other rules which ordinarily de- depth charge, a large Vorpoise, 11 feet
long, with an estimated girth of seven
termine llie possible do not exist
ilu- Amcrlcriiis.f
With them the luv feet, has been washed ip at Bank End,
, ,
"iHible becomno the rule and it ia Muryport
Petit-Journa- l,

ware-bous-

ot

-

fr

SUR-

Synopiifc The author of these confessions, an officer la the pioneers' corps of the German army, a branch of the service correspond-- '
Ing to the engineers' corps of the United States army, Is sent Into
Belgium with the first German forces invading that country. Ignorant of tfielr destination or of the reasons for their actions, the German soldiers cross the border and attack the Belgian soldiers defending their frontier. Civilians men, women and children are driven
from their burning homes as the Zeppelins and giant guns of the Ger
mans razed the strongest fortifications. The Germans sweep on across
Belgium, slaying and burning .under orders of their offlcrs to show
no mercy. Some German soldiers who tried to aid helpless refugees
were rebuked by their offices, one 'of whom declared that such a
The German pioneers throw pontoon
thing as pity was Insanity.
bridges across the Meuse In the face of a murderous fire from the

ment
The dead and wounded In horrlblo
condition lay all around us. The moans
of the wounded men would have softened a stone but not the heart of a
Prussian soldier.
Not nil the soldiers approved this
senseless, wanton murder. Some of
those officers who had ordered us to
kill the French were themselves killed
by mistake In the darkness of the night
by their own men. Such mistakes aro
still being repeated almost dully and I
could cite many names and places to

d

OBJECTOR SOON
CHANGED MIND

U,7

WHEN,

the deadly steel from the wound an In
stant and horrible death retulted.
Oftentimes this horrible weapon became embedded In the breast of a victim so firmly that the attacker, who
had to have back his sldearm again
would be obliged to place his foot upon
the breast of Ills victim and use all his
force to recover the murderous Instru-

THEY THROW DOWN THEIR ARMS

An American-mannetank piloted
French.
by Lieut. Joseph Knowles and Sergt.
i
Clyde Graham, a professor of the Uulverslty of Maine, recently captured
.
and of
CHAPTER IV Continued.
(wo towns from the enemy and took
The pilot I cannot give his name
acores of prisoners, forming the most
told tne about their escape.
The dead bodies were seized by two
thrilling Incident In the history of the men, one at the head and the other at
"From the outbreak of the war."
war. The photo shows Sergt. Clyde the feet, and thrown Into the ditch.
be kuIiI. "n i' companion and I hud
Graham.
been Joined with others from Irredeiv
Corn8es were handled exactly as was
'ta at the aviation station of Lussln
board to be used In building a bridge.
.litnd as motormeii. The life had beand arms were tossed likewise
Legs
lookout, tied a white cloth to a gun
ditch, tíead horses and damSeeing
Insupportable.
come
that
Into
the
barrel and tried to signal the shore
every menus
had to be removed. We
flight would be Impo
our surrender. We soon alighted and aged batteries
not strong enough to remove dead
nlble we decided, since neither of us
were
entered the port of
, amid
We managed to capture a horse
whs skilled In avlutlon, to risk flight
the cheers of the people, who were horses. waa running wild and hitched
Iti a hydroplane.
which
when
we
they
Jubilant
found that
carcasses. Corpses hanging
'There was not li I in: to do but to get
were friends, Instead of prisoners of him to the
were left there. I.o one
trees
In
the
ready and trust to God. The night of
war.
July I we went to bed with all our
cared anything about them.
clothes on nt midnight, without atCanteens and knapsacks of the dead
tracting notice. At live in the mornwere searched for food and drink and
ing we ran under the shadows of the
whatever we found was eaten with the
, .
wall from our quarters toward the
greatest relish.
Imngnr, where the sentinel pnced his
of
who
dleg
hajj
soldiers
French
beat.
unstroke covered the road. Óthefa
Prepare for Flight.
erawled to rleht and left of the road
"Entering the hangar coolly, as If
and waited there for relief or death.
we were going to curry out orders,
We did not dare to help them. The
Cnmp Wadsworth, Spartanburg, S. duced himself to the commandlne of order waa to advance and we had to
'we dismantled the planes attached
to the station of their guns and placed C Among the Muryland draft men ficer as a brother of the soldier In inarch on and on. The captain told us
them In the apparatus destined for
sent here some weeks ago was a chop question and asked permission to have we had to pursue the fleeing enemy
from Baltimore who claimed exemp- a talk with hlra. The permission was with all our strength and much dis
"After locking the telephone opera- tion from military service on the granted, and he went to his brother's content waa manifest on receipt of this
tor In his cabin, we opened the heavy ground that he was a conscientious ob- quarters.
Part of the conversation order.
floors of the hangar. We got ready for Jector of war. Hlsjtame will not be was overheard, and those who heard
After being on our feet day and
Immediate flight and tested the cylin- trade public, for it has developed that It say It was heated, although one- - nleht. slaying like barbarians, taking
He was aided.
he belongs to a good family.
ders.
no time to eat or rest, we continued to
"When ull was ready we whispered placed In the casual detachment tot ob
Brother Said Something.
receive commands to maintain the pur"You yellow cur," exclaimed the suit with all haste. The captain un
that there was nothing left but to take servation, ond the machinery of the In
telllgence department was put to work visiting brother. "We are oil ashamed
the risk.
derstood how we, felt and tried to
"My comrade looked about. Nobody to learn something as to his antece of you at home, but you are going to pacify ns by friendly conversation.
do a man's part In this war. Mother
was near. He cut the telephone wires dents.
told me to come down here and make
A few days later a tall,
while I, with a strong push against
CHAPTER V.
man appeared in camp and asked you withdraw that fool conscientious
the levers, slid the apparatus' out on
the sen. Wa mounted the plane, whk.h where the conscientious objector could tbjector claim, and If you don't do It I
Not far from Sommepy, the French
was sion blown by a gust of wind In be found.
He was directed to the am going to beat you to death right
guard stopped again. Four batrear
In
camp.
here
this
front of the Austrian burrocks, the casual detachment, and there IntroWhat possessed
of our artillery were brought
teries
you anyway?" There was a good deal
into position and our company, along
more of the same kind.
guns, were ordered to
At the end of about an hour the with machine
LEGION OF HONOR STAR FOR PERSHING
artillery.
protect
The artillery ofthe
two brothers went before Major Coffin,
the personnel officer. "Major," said ficers did not think this sufficient pro
the visitor, "my brother wants to tection because the airplanes had diswithdraw the affidavit about being a covered the presence of strong French
conscientious objector. Can he do cavalry detachments and a cavalry attack was suspected. However, a
It?"
"Well," replied Major Coffin. "It stronger guard could not be provided
must be n voluntary act on his part." and there was nothing to be done but
1
Ana, turning to the soldier, who- had take our position and make the best
dug ourselves In
made the tlalm, he tasked:
you of the situation. We
1

in the

lm Fnte

.

!

Austrians have
batteries.
We mode a terrific effort, with the
bow pointed upward end our souls
commended to God.
"We crossed the ridge of the mountain not ten yards above the batteries
.
on its summit.
"After half an hour of flight, rising
to 1,000 meters, we ran Into a thick
cloud bank which shut otT all view of
the Austrian and Itallun coasts odd of
the sea. We could not find our woy.
Moreover, the pilot was without helmet or glasses and could not steer because his eyes filled with tears. Wc
suffered an áttack' of nerves. All the
while the apparatus waa following the
Italian coast and, discovering this, we
recovered our calm In an Instant.
"My . comrade, who was acting as

The Corifessioinis of a German
Deserter
Ravaging and Pillaging of Belgium

and workshop near
for
certain hospital centers. He found the
house he wanted In a park fqll of
splendid trees.
The "Verger" (Orchard), as the property was called, belonged to Andre Bernheim, who had
refused the most tempting offers to
rent It on account of the family souvenirs It contained and the art treasures.
When Mr. Bernheim heord of Doctor Carrel's wish to lease his house he
said: "Tell Doctor Carrel that I am
greatly flattered at his choleé and that
the Vergor and Its surroundings are at
his service."
When the question of rent was
raised Mr. Bernheim exclaimed:.' "No,
no, a scientist owes nothing to any
bodiO It Is I who am honored."

r

meat, apples and every one received a
cigarette, which was more welcome to
most Of us than food and drink.
The next morning we slept until .six
o'clock and even though we were lying
on the bare ground it was very hard
to wake us. Breakfast was" excellent.

It

consisted of mutton which had been

requisitioned, vegetables, bread, coffee,
a goblet of wine, end ham. Our cap
tain told us to eat all we could as we
had a hard day's march before us.
We resumed our march at seven
o'clock. Everybody was In high spirits
and In the course of our conversations
It became apparent that we had lost
track of the time entirely. Nobody
knew whether It was ' Monday or
Wednesday or whether It was the fifth
or tenth of the month. This condition
became mofe and more general. Sol- djers never know the day of the week ;
one Is just like Another, Saturday,
Sunday or Thursday.
We stopped to rest at noon on a
large farm but were obliged to wait
In the rain for the field kitchens. Meanwhile we helped ourselves. We shot
one of the cows grazing In the meaiow,
cot open the ljjde without bothering to
drain the bTood from the carcass. Then
everybody cut off a piece of meat, still
warm, which was fried in a pot cover
or eaten raw with a little salt by a
great many of the soldiers. This killing of cattle waa repeated almost dally
by the soldiers acting without orders
from their superiors. As a consequence
they all got stomach trouble from eating meat which was too fresh without
bread or vegetables. In spite of this
the practice was continued. If a soldier became hungry during a pause In
the marching and found a pig, cow or
lamb, he shot It, cut out a piece for his
own use, and let the rest spoil.
Under a burning midday sun we
marched on amid clouds of dust, along
a road used by munitions columns and
other units, which never gave the dust
an opportunity to settle. In all the
fields which we passed, fugitives had
set up their" camps, where they lived
like poor homeless gypsies. Many came
up to us and begged for scraps of
bread.
We marched without resting till late
In the evening and at about nine
o'clock we approached the city hall
of Sommepy. In and around Sommepy a battle bad started. We were
ordered to take a part of the northwest section of the city. It was already dark and once more we halted.
The fields all around us were covered
with dead. In the middle of the streets
were French batteries and munition
columns. Horses and drivers had been

to the right and left of the batteries,
In a field of small pine trees. The machine guns were set up and supplied
with ammunition. We were then given
instructions as to what to do in the
event of a cavalry attack. An old
major of Infantry, with white hair,
took command. Our unit was placed
with the Infantry, but our "brave" officers disappeared suddenly. To them
the defense of the fatherland was the
business of a private. Since we bad
been assigned to assist Infantry, our killed.
rest' we started
After a
officers considered tlfemselves superstep apagain and In double-quicfluous and took French leave.
forest, in which dislittle
a
proached
:
Our Instructions were as follows In
cavalry and infantry were
the event of a cavalry attack, every- mounted
enemy In a desperate
thing must be quiet The gun must engaged with the
fight
be pointed but hidden. The machine
As a subterfuge we threw ourselves
grin must not be fired until the' major
yells.
Into the place with
In command gives the order. Then
We succeeded In the darkness In reachthere must be a lively, quick fire. Our ing
the enemies' rear. The surprise
batteries fired violently at a biplane
was a success and the French,
attack
flying high over them which gáve sigstartled by our yells and by the atnals with star shells which were read tack, threw up their hands, and suronly by the observer.
rendered. Mercy was not shown them
This state of affairs affects only by the infuriated cavalrymen.
"pioneer" officers who, when their
Whenever there appeared to be any
nnlts are attached to Infantry or chas- letup of the slaughter of the disarmed
seur divisions, scarcely ever take part soldiers by our men new horrors were
In a battle. This was the case with enacted under the commands of the
our officers during my whole war ca- officers, who kept shouting, "No quarreer. They remained far away from ter, slaughter everybody." Such were
the gunfire In comfortable security. the orders of our distinguished offThis Is also the case with many In- icers. We pioneers also had to take
fantry captains and almost all higher part In this
murder of unofficers. Majors, colonels, etc., never armed men, who had thrown down
take part In a storming attack, I was their arms when they realized the futold, and several times I observed this tility of further resistance. Our off"
'
myself.
icers took care this time, as in many
But the expected attack did not earlier and later Instances, that there
come, the enemy's Infantry was not to should not.be many prisoners taken.
be seen. We prepared to resume our
The pioneer has a sldearm .which,
march and were all ready to move according to the law of nations, must
when the order came to bivouac. The not be used because the back of this
spot where we were to rest was as sldearm consists of a
usual fixed by the staff so that they sharp steel saw. In peace times the
knew where to find ns at any time. pioneers are not drilled with the bayoHardly .had we reached the prace when net because this sldearm should be
our field kitchen, which we supposed used only for the special duties which
had been lost, appeared as if It had the pioneers perform but the law of
Those In nations Is not the law of Prussian milicome out of the ground.
diarge of the field kitchen had re- tarism,
We were obliged to use the saw froiri
ceived no knowledge of our losses of
the last few days and had cooked for the beginning of the war. It was In
the old number. They were greatly opposition to all the laws of humanity.
surprised on seeing Instead of a brave When an enemy had this saw In his
company of strong "pioneers," a lot breast and the victim had long since
of ragged, exhausted, crushed human stopped every effort of resistance and
shadows. We were given soup, bread, an effort was made to try. and remoy
k

hand-to-han-

bear out this testimony.
On this particular night a captain
and a first Jleutenant met their fate. A
second-yea- r
Infantrymiin stabbed the
captain In the abdomen and the first
lieutenant received a stab in the back.
Both died in a few minutes. Neither
of their slayers felt any remorse and
none of us felt Inclined to reproach
them. We all knew that (wo murderers had received their Just deserts.
Another Instance requires me to run
somewhat ahead of the sequence of
events. As I talked to a comrade of
ray company lie next doy I asked him
for a pocketknlfe and In reaching Into
his pocket he pulled out three cartridges. I was surprised that he should
carry cartridges In his trouser's pocket
and asked him If he had no room in
his

mand."
We now advanced quickly but ou?
part In the battle was over as the entire French Une had retired to make
a fresh stand, two kilometers west of
Sommepy.
The City was mostly In
flames. The enemy artillery bombarded the town without. Intermission and
shells burst all around.
Several hundred prisoners were cor
ralled In the market place. Several
French shejls struck the prisoners but
they were obliged to remain where
they were. An officer of my company,
Lieut A. It. Neesen, remarked that no
harm was done as the prisoners knew
at least how their own ammunition
f

tasted.

d

blood-curdlin- g

d

belt

"I have," he sold, "but these three
have a special mission. There are
nSmes of the Intended victims on these
.
bullets."
Some time later after we had become good friends I asked him again
about the three cartridges. He had
only one left I thought about It a
great deal and In my mind went over
the noncommissioned officers, who, before war was declared had treated us
like anlnyils and whom we had hated
as only human fiends can be hated.
Two of these had found their grave In
France.
The murder of Frenchmen who had
surrendered continued as long as an
enemy was alive. Then we received
orders to determine if the enemies
lying on the ground were all dead and
unable to fight If anyone was found
Blmnlnttnff ripnth if Wfm nrripred that
he be killed. But the soldiers had lost
some of the fever which had seized
them during the battle and refused to
obey this order. How they felt about
It was Illustrated by the remark of a
,
member pf my company :
"We had better look once more and
see If the two officers are really dead
and If not they ought to be killed without mercy for a command Is a com-

I

Civilian dead strew streets of
French towns aa the invaders'
aweep on toward Paria. The
author deacrlbea these scenes aa
well aa the plundering of homea
and atorea in the next installment.
,

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Kruger aa Solomon.
That very canny person, President
Kruger, was once called upon, as King
Solomon before him, to pass Judgment
In a matter of ownership. The case was
that of two brothers, who had been left
a farm and could 'not agree as to the
division which had to be made. They
agreed that, rather than take the matter to the courts, they would let Presl-dent Kruger decide. President Kruger
appears to have hesitated about ts lit- tie as King Solomon did. He Instructed
the elder brother to make what he con- sldered a fair division, and then he
gave first choice to the younger brother. A solution like Solomon's, boto
masterly and simple,
1

three-millimet-

i

I

Oh, Doctor!
,
A distinguished surgeon was momentarily dazed recently while making his rounds through a hospital by a
wounded soldier who inquired querulously: "Say, doctor, when one doctor doctors another doctor, does th
doctor doing the doctoring doctor thet
other doctor like the doctor wants to be
doctored or does the doctor doing the
doctoring doctor the other doctor like
doing .the doctoring
the doctor
wants to doctor bimT Safety. Bul..
letin,
.
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Estimated That Approximately

Eight
Million Women Are Engaged in Can
teen Work and the Production of
Relief Supplies Vast Sums Ex
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tion of at least $11,000,000.
It will thus been seen that during
the eighteen mouths which hnv
elapsed since the United States en
tered the war, the Americun peopl
will have either paid in or. pledged to
the American Red Cross for its wo
of relief throughout the world, In
money or In material values, a net
totul of at least $325,000,000.
Revealed America's Heart
It lias been becuuse of this spirit

strength and enterprise, it, rennlned
for the American Red Cross in 0.1 a wa
to reveal America's heart.
In tills country, at this momunt, the
workers of the Red Cross, through Its
Red Cross chapters throughout the diopters, are helping to
add to the
country held their .annual meetings comfort and health of the millions of
October 23, at which the following our soldiers In 102 camps
and cantonmessuge from, the War Council was merit, as wel)
as of, those traveling on
rend
rtillroiul trains or embarking on ships
To the Chapters of the Americun Red for duty overseas.
Cross
The home service of the Red Cross,
The War Council sends greetings to with ls now more than 40.0(H) workers,
the chapters of the American ited Is extending Its ministrations of sym
Cross on the occasion of their iiiimiiil
pnthy and connsel
to up
meetings for 1918,
wards of 100,000 families left behind
With these greetings go congratula
by soldiers at the front a number
tions on the great work of the chapters ever growing with the Increase of our
during the past year und, above al men undef arms,
things, on the wonderful spirit of sac- - But, of course, the heart of the Red
rifice and patriotism which has xper
Cross and Its money and attention at
vailed that work.
ways move toward and focus them
The strength of the Red Cross rests selves In Kurope where the American
upon Its chapters. They are Its ht.ne Red Cross, as truly
"the greatest moth
and sinew. They supply its funds, er In the world," is seeking to drtfw
they supply Its men and women, they vast nvt of mercy through an ocean of
supply Its enthiiNlnsm. Let us, then, unspeakable puln."
i
review together the Red Cross story
Red Cross Worth Recognized.
of the past year.
Nothing Is withheld that can be
Home idea of the size to which your given over there to supplement, the
Red Cross family hus grown niny be efforts of our army und navy In caring
gathered from the following facts:
for our own boys. The Red Cross does
On Muy 1, 1917, Just before the apnot pretend to do the work of the
pointment of the Wur Council, the medical corps of the army or the navy
American Red Cross had 4SI,194 mem
Its purpose is to help and to supple
berg working through .K2 chapter.
ment
On July 31, 1918, the organization
Nor does the Red Cross seek to
numbered 20,048,10:1 annual members,
glorify what it does or those who do
besides 8,000,000 members of the it; our satisfaction Is in the result,
Junior Red Cross a total enrollment
which, we are assured by Secretary
the population' of Baker, Generul Pershing, Generul Ire
of over
the United States,
land and all our leaders, is of Ines
Since the beginning of the war you timable value and of Indispensable Im
of the chapters have
with portance.
the War Council In conducting two war
By the first of January your Red
fund drives and one membership drive, Cross will have working in France up
la addition to the campaign on behalf wards of 5,000 Americans a vivid
of the Junior Red Cross,
contrast to the little group of eighteen
The total actual collections to date mm and women which, as the first Red
from the first war fund have amounted
Cross commission to France, sailed
to more' than $115,000.000.
The sub
about June 1, 1917, to initiate our ef
scrlptlons to the second war fund forts in Kurope.
amounted to upwards of $176,000,000.
Your Red Cross now has active, opFrom membership dues the collet
erating commissions in France, in Kug- Hons have amounted to approximately laml, In nly, In Belgium, In Switzer
$24,500,000.
land, In Palestine and In Greece. You
Splendid Work Done by Women.
have sent n shipload of relief supplies
To the foreging must be added that and a group of devoted workers to
very large contribution of materials northern Russia; yod have dispatched
and time given by the millions of wom a 'oinmisslon.to work behind our aroi- en throughout the country In surgical
les In eastern Siberia; you have sent
dressings, In knitted articles, in hos special representatives to Denmark, to
pital and refugee gurments, In canteen Serbia and to the island of Madeira,
work, and the other activities the chap
Carries Message of Hope.
ters have been called upon to perform.
Your Red Cross is thus extending re
It Is estimated that approximately lief to the armies and navies of pur
8,000,000 women are engaged In canallies; and you are carrying a practical
teen work and the production of relief messnge of hope and relief to the
supplies through the chapters.
friendly peoples of ullllcted Europe and
For the period up to July 1, 1918. Aslu.
Americun Red Cross chapters, through
Indeed, we are told by those best in
their workrooms, had produced :
formed In the countries of our allies
490,120 refugee garments.
that the efforts of your Red Cross to
7,123,621 hospital supplies.
aid the soldiers and to sustain the
10,786,480 hospital garments.
morale of the civilian populations left
10,131,501 knitted articles.
at home, especially In France and
192,748,107 surgical dressings.
Italy, hove constituted a very real fac
A totul of 221,282,838 articles of an
tor In winning the war.
estimated tggregate value of at leust
The veil has already begun to lift,
$44,000,000.
What the Red Crows may be called
These articles were largely the upon to do In the further course of the
product of women's hands, and, by the wur, or with the coming of victory,
same token', Infinitely more precious peace and reconstruction, it would be
than could have been the output of Idle to attempt to prophesy.
factories or machines. These articles
But vour crest organization. In verv
going to the operating room of the hostruth "the mobilized heartf and spirit
pitals, to homeless or needy refugees, of the whole AniM'lcnn people," has
and carrying comfort to our own boys shown Itself equal to tiny cull, ready to
"
In the field, convey a message of love respomb to any emergency.
from the women of this country entireSpirit of All Best and Highest.
ly distinct from the great money value
The American Red Cross has become
attaching to their handiwork.
not so much tin organization us a great
Money Spent in Work.
movement, seeking to embody In organ
By the terms under which the first Ized form the spirit of service, the
Red Cross wur fund was rained, the spirit of sacrifice in short, nil that is
chapters were entitled to retain 23 per best and highest in the Ideals and as
cent of the amount collected, In order pirations of our country.
defray local expanses, to carry on their
Indeed' we cannot but believe that
home service work, to purchase mathis wonderful spirit which service In
terials to be utilized In chapter produc
and for'the Red Cross has evoked In
tion and otherwise to meet the numerthis wur, Is destined to become In our
ous culls made upon them. The chap- national life an element of permanent
ters were thus entitled to retain nearly value. '
$29,000,000.
As a matter of fact, their
At Christmas time we shall ask the
actual retentions amounted to only whole American people to answer the
about $22,000,000.
Red Cross Christmas roll cull. It will
Out of collections from annual mem constitute a unique nppeul to every
berships, the chapters have retained man, woman and child In this great
.
about $11,000,000.
land of ours to become enrolled In our
'
From this total sum, therefore, of $33,- - army of mercy.
000,000 retained by the chapters, tlfey
It Is the hope of the Vur Council
have met all the oftentimes very heavy that this Christmas membership roll
local demands upon them, and In addi
call shall constitute a reconsecration
tion have providedf or use by national
of the whole American people, nn Inheadquarters products valued, at spiring reassertlon to mankind that In
stated above, at upwards of $44,000,- - this hour of world tragedy, not to con000.
quer but to serve Is America's supreme
The chapters have In effect returned aim.
. '
to the War Council, not alone the $33,- - THE WAR COUNCIL OF THE AMER
000,000 retained out of the war fund
ICAN RED CROSS.
membership dues but, In vvalue of
Henry P. Davison, Chairman.
Washington, D. C. Oct. 10, 1918.
actual product, an additional contrlbu- -
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One Dose of the Guaranteed Blackleg Vaccine
Made by Dr. O. M. Franklin, th Ortrlnator, li GUARANTEED TO PROTECT A CALF FOR LIFE
'
million
AGAINST BLACKLEG.
on over
and our users
It hat Mood th teat for ovar four
WRITTEN GUARANTEE If you
have every confidence In It. WE BACK THAT CONFIDENCE with
aish. and charra you fifty canta par doaa. Or will lend you tha SAME VACCINE for
'
t forty cant par dote without th Guárante. W msk ONE QUALITY OF VACCINE
UNLT. Syringe tor injecting. JJ.oU. write u aooui it.
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THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO.
00 Uve Stock EscWge Bid.
DENVER.
Chains DlMppear.
. Watch
A London (England) West end Jeweler says that two things seem to be
passing out of fashion owing to the
war watch chains and cuff links.
Both these articles were on the
,

wane before the war, but wrist
watches, being essential for officers,
brought them quickly to the fore, and
civilians have been rushing to buy
them, in many Instances selling their
watches and chains to buy the handler
time piece.
So with links. The soft double cuff,
which was such a nuisance to get them
Into, began their downfall and then
khaki shirts made to button at the
wrist completed It. Now one sees even
the best dressed men with shirt cuffs
buttoned at tho wrist, and the links
are put away in the drawer with the
"has beens."
Dandelion, rabbits and taxes will
never be exterminated, no matter bow
'
long the war lasts.
.
"Censored" news is . the separated
ndlk of journalism.

Nervous and All Unstrung?
Feel nervous and Irritable all th
timer continually worry over trlflesT
Then there's something; wrong;. Baolc
of It all may be weak kidneys. Just
as nerve wear Is a cause of kidney
weakness, so la kidney trouble a
cause of nervousness.
If you have

backache, "blues," nervous 'spells,
headaches, dizzy spells, kidney Ir
regularities ana a tired, worn feeling, try Doan's Kidney Pilla. They
are recommended by thousands.

A Colorado Case

Mrs. Pearl E.
111
EHf
Miller,
W.
iiclura
Abriendo 6t., Pueb.
lo, Colo., says: "I
terribly Jmm rA .ft?--.
suffered
witn DacKacne. Heine; on my feet
many hours durlns
the day made me
worse.
I couldn't
raise my arm to
comb my hair. I
waa in bed for two,
weeks and was as
helpless as If I hadi
been paralyzed. My
kidneys acted tool
often and my feet and ankles were
swollen. After taking Doan's Kidney
Pills, I was able to get up and as I
continued their use I grew stronger, I
credit Doan's with saving my life."
Cat Qpaa's at Any Store, 60a a Box
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Cuticura Soap is

Easy Shaving for
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Children's Coughs

may be checked and more serious condition
of the throat will be often avoided by
arivlna. the htlíl IB. doaa of Safe
fimmnll

ÍÍ

COLO.

Fortress of Verdun Like Modern City,
The fortress of Verdun, which was
built by Napoleon, but was modernized
now has
and rebuilt during
all the conveniences of a modern city.
shj'S Hamilton Holt In nil nrticle on
"Verdun, the Greatest Battlefield," in
Independent. It is electrically lighted
electricity
and Üiere is enough
generated In addition to what the clt..
adel needs to supply the whole city
of Verdun if necessary. It lias nearly
Ave miles of gallery.
It boasts of
mill that makes the bread, and store
houses sufficient to hold the food re
serves for 10,000 people six months. It
is 17 meters under the solid rock and
is practically shell proof. Verdun Itself
itf above it. During the bomburdment
of
the heaviest shells
cracked the roof In places and the
water leaked through here and there,
but there Is no danger of its being
demolished by any. gnns now In use.
The excavated city Is down about the
level of the Meuse river, which runs
through the .town, and there Is In consequence an elaborate pumping sys
tem installed In case of any flooding,
1882-180-

.

1915-191-

6

Cor pimples, heartache, bad breath by takina
May Apple, Alo, Jalap rolled Into a tiny aural
pill called Doctor Pierre's I'leesant raneta. Aav,

What He Was Going to Say.
C. T. Williams of Toronto was couv
pelled to make art unexpected buslnesi
trip to Ohio. He entered a hotel In s
smajl town In that state without bag
gage. .
"Can I get a room here for th
night?" he asked.
."Yes, sir," answered the proprietor,
"If you can put up "
Mr. Williams placed a bill on tlx
desk.
"I started to soy," continued th
proprietor, "If you can put up with t
room without a huth. Boy, show thlt
gentleman upstairs."
Se hannv.

Use Red Cross Ban Blue:
Klignu
better than Ijquid blue.
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
much

Poor Dog Under Shell Fire.
In a letter describing the behavioi
of domestic animals under Are a sol
dler says: A big black mongrel enmt
Into our improvised trench late on
afternoon. He had survived a terrific
ten hours bombardment of shell nnt
gas and sank down by my side utterlj
exhausted. His body became lnen
and nothing, not even the tenderesi
bits of bully beef, would make hint
move. His brown eyes looked niburn
fully Into mine as if longing to tel
me something.
Jnst then the Bocht
commenced strafing, and at every explosion a shiver ran through his body
I do. not know what became of th
poor beast. There was an engagement
soon afterward and this big black
.

mongrel disappeared.
Aversion to Boats.
On landing In France an American
soldier wrote home to his father: "Sell
my sailboat. I never want to see i
boat again after I get home."

Their Use.

"Why are International posts neces
sary?" ''I suppose for international

hitches."

-

Truthful Tramp.
Lady of House You say you work.
At what?
Hobo At Intervals.
Burr.
Man's plans are as a widely seat
tered flock of sheep that be must drlv)
through a narrow gau

one-fourt- h

1

WHY RED CROSS IS LOVED.
Saving Life of Italian Soldier's Wife
Incident of the Work.

: --

His wife hnd been very ill, and was
sent by the American Red Cross to recuperate in one of its country summer
to "Gigl," who
homes,
unknown
was doing his country's work in
tht trenches. This is th way he ex
presses himself when he learns what
'
has been done: '
"Most Illustrious officers of the Red
k

Cross : '
,
"I feel that it is my duty to tell
you how thankful I feel for your kind-- ,
ness to my wife. When I got a letter from her, In her own handwriting,
telling me how your good people had
picked her up and carried her Off to
a most comfortable home In the mountains, where she Is feeling better é very
day, well I Jnst cried tears of Joy,
and am not a bit' ashamed of them I
We Italians have a good friend in
America. I salute you with gratitude
'
'
and esteem. Adleal"
I

J EVGX
Q
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Miss Ivy Gray, Fairview,
Kentucky, writes:
kare taken ' Peruna,' and
say that It la the best
medicine for coughs and cold I

"T
Would

also strengthens and builds
system."

up

.

Soli Evenrwfcert)
New

Heat-Strok-

.

''í

'

th ailing. It la an
hoP
aplratlon to the sick and Infirm,
Ueelal or Tablet Voraa

In-t- he

Theory.

e

1

Consolation.

t

He Mr. Ciidhy refused to recognlz
"heat stroke" proves to be
merely n symptom of malignant mala- me today. Thinks, I suppose, that I
ria, according to the late experience sin not his equal.
in Mesopotamia of Dr. C. E. H. Mllner,
She Ridiculous. Of course you are.
a British physician.. The malaria par- Why, he's nothing but n conceited Idasite was found In the blood of heat- iot. Boston Transcript. ' ' " v
stroke victims, and the use of quinine
Her Experience.
reduced the mortality from more than
Hubby My dear, let me carve the
25 per cent to less than 12 per cent.
fowl. I'm sure I can make It go farNewark News.
ther.
Wlfey I know you could. I've seen
Tea imllei for a nickel. Always buy Red
Mm, you send It right off the table anil I
llaar Tllii- - tiava.' Kantifiil
white clothe. Adr.
wouldn't nl tempt to make it go farther
fVnaa

than that.

'

Stunning All Right
encounter
"I wits In a
Consolation.
with a big German," narrated the of"I tell you these time tnx one'a
my
ammuficer, home on leave, "and
bruins" "Don't worry; that' tax
nition was gone. Just as we closed In won't break yon."
the grapple I wrenched my arm loose
and knocked him sensless with the
The Huns are as rats In a trap. New
butt of my revolver."
tu keep them from gnawing out.
"Oh, how perfectly stunning!"
l
aimed the girl.
'

hund-to-hun- d

ex-c-

D)

Youthful Dodger.
"Did yon find any hitrd problems in
yr.ur lesson, Tommy?"
"No, nin'am," answered Tommy. "I
(Mdn't look for any." London

GUARANTEED

TO INSTANTLY

RELIEVE

ASTHMA
OR

HtfUNDED

MONtr

ASK ANY CNUOCI&r

'
HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES
IF YOUR BACK ACHES
Do you feel tired and "worn-out?- "
Are you nervous and irritable? Don't
sleep well at night? Have a "dragged
out," un rested feeling when you get
up in the morning? Dizzy spells? Bilious? Bad taste la the mouth, backache, pain or soreness in the loins,
and abdomen? Severe distress when
urinating, bloody, cloudy urine or sed

iment? AH these Indicate gravel or
tone in the bladder, or that the poisonous microbes, which are always in
your system, have attacked your kidneys.
You

'.

should use GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules Immediately.
The oil soaks gently into the walls
and lining of the kidneys, and the lit
tle poisonous animal germs, which are
causing the inflammation, are immediately attacked and chased out of
your system without inconvenience or
pain. . .

-

T'

A

.

which has pervaded all American Red
Cross effort in this war that the aged
governor of one of the stricken and
battered provinces of France stuted
not long since that, though France had
long known of America's greatness,

euch-mont-

ihoinruiScmeirrtbr

THE BEST MEDICINE
FÓR COUGHS AND COLDS

Don't Ignore the "little pains ami
aches," especially backaches.
They
muy be little now but there is no telling how soon a dangerous or fatal disease of which they are the forerunners may show Itself. Go after the
cause of that backache at once, or yon
may find yourself in the grip of an incurable disease.
Do not delay a minute. Go to your
druggist and insist on his supplying
you with a box of GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. In 24 hours)
you will feel renewed health and vigor.
After you have cured yourself, continue to take one or two Capsules)
each day so as to keep In
condition, and ward off the danger of
ftiture attacks. Money refunded If
they do not help you. Ask for the
original
imported GOLD MEDAL
brand, and thus be sure of getting the
genuine. Adv.
flrst-clas-
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Many people

make

the mlatake ot

auperaeld-It- j
'blnklos that
as the doctor rail il merely nieiina
an occasional aliack of initlgeetlon,
bloat, heartburn, belching, aonr, giisay
atoniacb, or acme other auch aalnor ailment quickly rem(ltedr will cure Itself and leave no aerloua after effects.
As s matter of fact anperacldlty la
for a long trnln of aerloua alimenta that ranae awtul , Buffering and

rirraa

aometlmee baftle the ttettr medical skill.
It la a well eatabllnlied fact that many
raaos of chronic alnmncb trouble, anemia, atontadla. Knatrttla, rlienmatlnm,
gout, lumbaMo.
clrrhuula of the Urer,
dyspepsia, catarrh of
the stomach, Inteatlnal ulcer, caueer of
raliular
lbs atoniacb, and frrguently
heart trouble and heart failure, can be
trutetl directly to an
This Is nut st all aurprlalint when you
conafder that even the acid formed In tbe
motilh from fermentation of bits of food
lodged In the teeth an acid that Is actually tasteless la yet powerful enough
to rat through the bard enamel of the
teeth and dtray them. Is It any wonder,
tnen, (hit an excess sniount of acid la
the etnmach rauate eo much misery,
undermines the strength snd wrecks the
heallh and happlneea of so many people?
la it not a fact, within the range of your
own observation, that nine people out of
ten are victima of
If you "ver hoye to be well and strony
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wipe the excess srblity out of your
stomach.
Tbe
results obtslned are
nothing short of msrvelous.
Almost
It relieves that pslnfil, puffed
up feeling sfter estlng, belching, besrt.
burn, sour stomaeh, ,e-- j
Maker tha
stomach feel cool and comfortable.
If you need this help it's your own
fsult If you suffer snotber day.
EAT0.NI0 Is sbsolutely guaranteed, so
get s big 60r boi from your druggist.
If
it does Dot help you your money will be
refunded.
If your druggist does not keep
EATON1C, send your name snd address to
the Betonle Remedy Company, tOlS S.
Wsbsab Ave., Chicago, m., end they will '
at once mall yen a Mie bog and yon eaa
send them the money for it after you receive it.
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will literally

preperatlon tbat

dri-fu-
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you must get rid of that eiress srld.
Nothing is gained by taking medicines
which merely ailmulate and give, one
false senae of strength snd thst leave
tha eiceaa acid still In the stomach. Von
moat depend upov your food for your
strength
snd unless you keep your
atomacb free from
acid, pirn. I
ewett and strong. It cannot properly ,
digest food; your whole body suffera.
yes
What you want Is relief
slid.
hers- la the way atmolutely
guaranteed '
you take no chance.
been
tested'
It's
tena of tuotisaods of times with universal
success.
Go to your dnigglat snd get '
Jnst one package of EATON IC, a won"
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a that's what thousands of farmers
say, who have cone from the U. S. to
settle on homesteads or buy land in Wfsfcrn
Canada. Canada's invitation to every industrious worker to settle in
ATamto&i, fcasnatciiewan or Alberta is especially attractive. She wants
farmers to make money and happy, prosperous homes for themselves
by helping her raise immense wheat crops to feed the world, ,
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or other lands at very low prices. Where you caa buy good farra
land at f 15 to $30 per acra that ill raise 20 to 45 bnsaela of $2 g,
wheat to tha acra it's easy to become prosperous. Canadian farmers
also grow wonderful crops of Oats, Barley and flax. Ktxed rar
t
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grasses, full of nutrition, are the only food required either
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markets convenient; climate excellent. , Write for literature
and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Supt of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
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Boom 4, Bee Eldgn Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government Agent
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(Continued from 1st pajre,(
R. H. McLaughlin, of Pittsburgh,
Who wants to exchange rf 320
SAVE A SOLDIER'S LlFE.
pledge themselves, individually and
Pa., sends us a copy of the
Review for October, with for a good improved 80 of oil
collectively, to administer the duties
In his telegram to the Democratic
the story, by which the editor squared and farm land in S. E. Kansas.
of their respective offices, if elected,
ronventlon
Senator A. A. 'Jones said:
himself for that "Open Gateway", .letin a faithful, honest, efficient and im
Call or write this "office. ;
"I send greetings and ask you to'
partial manner and always for the
ter in the August number. '
give me your profound sympathy be-- !
best interest of the WHOLE people si1ll!!!!l!l!l!!II!ll!lll!l!IIII!il!l!!!lS
IÍIIÜIII11IIIII
.We have the two sides by each Bnd t' Fred Brown is able to be out cause I can't be with you. Oaly im-- j
of this county; to carefully guard, the
are trying to figure out which is the
pelling public duty could fores me toj
alR. Lopez went to Mora Sunday on
interest of the taxpayers of this coun- i v vt m iuuiiu
v
Anyway we're again. Aftfr recovering' he
t iicv.cn" worst exaggeration.'
ty; to attend to the duties of the of- tne train, the one lone representative sary to go home and to bed again for New Mexico, and we shall hope most had a ;senous accident at be absent from a New Mexico Derao-- i
cratic convention at this time. Our.
fices to which we have fieen nominated from Roy and Solano precints to the Monday. He has been out for a week some of the near truths which are so the
house. He took down the nation passing through a world cat-- :
if elected, personally; that we will Democratic County Convention. ' Ow. but not gaining strength as he Bhould. violently denied will soon cease to be
shotgun to shoot a rabbit in the aciysra and civilization is in the throes
ing to the quarantine, it was thought We trust he will soon be better and the truth.
conduct the offices in a
of a rebirth., We must. make no misBend
advisable
to
not
delegation
any
of
a
not
interest
and
the
in
manner
and take better care of his health .till, ho
back yard and the shell blew out takes.
The cohorts of. the KaIka,'
is
'
conceded
it
that Mr. Lopez could is well.
'arty, Clique or Bops; that we will,
The righteousness of the cause of back.
slightly would keenly relish any evldenco of
His eye was
' If elected, enter the office free from accomplish all that the 22 delegates
supporting the President in war times
weakness, by America In support of
any compromise, or threats; that we he represents could do in' the conMrs. Anna Patton, compositor at and helping him in the establishment burned but no serious .conse'
our
President, who i tho recognized
.
.
vention.
Del-beby
residents of
Will not bo "ruled"
the
office,- had to give it up and of a righteous peace
The record the quences.'
As h3 little 'son,
leader of world thought In this crisis.
go home and to bed with the "Flu" democratic officials have made in our
Borne other county; that we will, posisaid, "He got. the rabbit To consolo ourselves with tho assurAnother proof that women can, tr.ke Monday. She had spent two days, state and,county, the, effect of the
tively not hold prejudice aitainst and
ance that America is united in Its war
anywav".
place
the
men
is
vucessfully
of
politics,
account
race
or
on
of
the Saturday and Sunday at the T. R. Tint Australian Ballot in enabling men to
person
.policies and that parly success at this
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Mr. J. J. TAYLOR has closed
his Gárage and is now in chárge

of our Repair Department,

or

--

-'

We Repair all Cars.

'

Oils and Auto Accessories,

''

Gasoline Stand,

Fully Equipped Blacksmhing
and machine Shop.

'
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"Mickey"' Floersheim is recovered
from the "Flu" and is able to be out
again. Mrs. Floersheim had to assert her authority and make him stay
at home till he was really fit. He
wanted to get out as soon; as he could
ait up, as many do to their sorrow.

Free Air

Company, U.

A.
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A number of draftees who had
orders to report for medical examination have, been notified not
to appear till further notice.
Dr Self held examinations Tuesday of those who were not so .no' ' .
tified..
'

'

'

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.
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